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DEWEY HYMAN, REUBEN HYMAN, BERNARD
HYMAB and SAUL HYMAN, co-partners,

'

doing business as H. HYMAN AND CO.,

Plaintiffs-Appellants,

v.

1

230 SO, FRANKLIN CORPORATION, a cor-
poration, ARTHUR RUBLCFF & CO. , a cor-
poration; AMERICAN NATIONAL SANK AND
TRUST COMPANY, a corporation, individ-
ually and as Trustee under Trust No.

7515 J SAMUEL R. 3ALLIS, MAX LANDESMAN,
HARRY BALLIS, HERMAN BALLIS, ALBERT
BALLIS, FRIEDA BALLIS, SAMUEL GLICKMAN,
SAMUEL ¥. BANOVITZ, JOSEPH BEST, CARL
MADDA, GRACE MADDA and LEON BIALOSTOZKY
individually and as co-partners, doing
business as JACKSON-FRANKLIN BUILDING,

Defendants-Appellees.

r )7IJL^15

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT

COOK COUNTY
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^lCAGO 55

-'?

74-^33
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MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

The plaintiffs' second amended complaint alleges

that the defendants owned and operated a building at

224-230 South Franklin Street, Chicago; that they rented

the fifth and sixth floors thereof to plaintiffs in

consideration of certain rentals to be paid; that in the

premises occupied by them plaintiffs were engaged in the

business of manufacturing wearing apparel; that at all

pertinent times they were in the exercise of due care and

caution for the safety of the premises and their personal

property therein; that on March 30 and 31> 19^9 defendants

had control of the roof, gutters, parapets and other appurte--

nances of the roof; and that a large amount of water was caused

to collect upon the roof and came through the roof down
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to the premises occupied by plaintiffs, thereby causing

damage to them.

Plaintiffs further allege that the defendants

disregarded their duty in one or more of the following

particulars: (a) negligently and carelessly operated.,

managed and controlled the roof, gutters, parapets and

appurtenances to the roof; (b) negligently and carelessly

failed to keep the roof, gutters, parapets and appurtenances

to the roof in proper repair, although the defendants knew,

or in the exercise of ordinary care, should have known that

the roof, gutters, parapets and appurtenances to the roof were

not in good and proper repair on the dates aforesaid; (c) negli-

gently and carelessly attempted to repair the roof, gutters,

parapets and appurtenances to the roof; and (d) wilfully and

wantonly operated, managed and controlled the roof, gutters,

parapets and appurtenances to the roof by failing to keep

the aforesaid in proper repair when the defendants knew, or in ,

the exercise of ordinary care, should have known that the afore-

said were not in good and proper repair and would likely result

in damage to the property of the plaintiffs and others. An

additional count did. not charge the defendants with any specific

acts of negligence, but did charge: that at all times mentioned

defendants had sole, and exclusive possession of the roof,

gutters, parapets and appurtenances to the roof; that they

failed, to exercise ordinary care in the operation, management >

and control of the roof, gutters, parapets and appurtenances

to the roof over which the defendants had sole and exclusive
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controlj and that by reason of the sole and exclusive

control of the defendants the facts pertaining to the dis-

regard of dmty are within the sole and. exclusive knowledge

of the defendants. Damages of $19,122.32 were claimed for

the copartners and $2,211.7^ for the corporation.

The defendants , (except Arthur Rubloff & Co., herein-

after called the agent, and 230 So. Franklin Corporation),

denied that they operated, managed and controlled the premises,

denied that plaintiffs were in the exercise of due care and

caution and denied that they were guilty of any of the charges.

They also pleaded as an affirmative defense a lease dated

October. 13, 19^4, which contained the followlng language:

"5. Lessee covenants and agrees that he will protect
and save and keep the lessor forever harmless and indemnified
against and from any penalty or damage or charges imposed for
any violation of any laws or ordinances, whether occasioned
by the neglect of lessee or those holding under lessee; and
that lessee will at all times protect, indemnify and save and
keep'harmless the Lessor against and from any and all loss,
cost, damage, or expense, arising out of or from any accident
or other occurrence on or about 6ald premises, causing injury
to any person or property whomsoever or whatsoever and will
protect, indemnify and save and keep harmless the lessor
against and from any and all claims and against and from any
and all loss, cost, damage or expense arising out of any
failure. of lessee in any respect to comply with and perform
all the requirements and provisions hereof.

"6. Lessor shall not be liable for any damage occasioned
by failure to keep said premises in repair, ' nor for any damage
done or occasioned by or from plumbing, gas, water, _ sprinkler,
steam or other pipes or sewerage or the bursting, leaking or
running of any pipes, tank or plumbing fixtures, in, above,
upon or about said building or premises, nor for any damage
occasioned by water, snow or ice being upon or coming through
the roof, skylights, trap door or otherwise, nor for any
damage arising from acts, or neglect of co-tenants, or other
occupants of the same building, or of any owners, or occupants,
of adjacent or contiguous property."

Paragraph 19 of the lease states that "this lease and all

covenants and agreements herein contained shall be binding





upon, apply, and Inure to their respective heirs, executors,

administrators, and assigns of all parties", and that

"where in this Instrument rights are given to either lessor

or lessee, such rights shall extend to the agents, employees,

or representatives of such persons," Defendants allege as one

of their defenses that the lease sets forth an indemnification

and waiver by plaintiffs of the acts and damages claimed.

These defendants also filed a counterclaim against the agent

based upon a management agreement between Jackson~Franklin

Building, a copartnership, and the agent providing that the

agent would perform certain duties from August 17» 19^8 to

July 19, 1951 concerning the premises. An answer by another

defendant, 230 So. Franklin Corporation, made substantially

the same denials as the other defendants and asserted the

same affirmative defense. The agent filed a similar answer

and affirmative defense and also filed an answer to the

counterclaim in which it admitted the existence of the

management agreement but denied the other allegations.

Plaintiffs filed motions. to strike the answers. of

all defendants except the 230 So. Franklin Corporation. All

the parties stipulated that the following facts were to be

considered as true only in the matter of the motions of

plaintiffs to strike the answers: that plaintlffe occupied

a certain part of the premises on the dates set forth in
.

accordance with a lease between plaintiffs and the 230 So.

Franklin Corporation dated October 13, 19^; that at the

time of the occurrence complained of the American National

Bank and Trust Company held title to the premises under a
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trust agreement and the named copartners were doing business

as Jackson-Franklin Building and were beneficiaries under

the trust and as such, operated, managed and controlled,

the premises; that the lease was assigned by the 230 So.

Franklin Corporation on September 8, 19^8 to American

National Bank and Trust Company, as Trustee, and Jackson-

Franklin Building, a copartnership, without notice to plaintiffs*

that a management agreement had been entered Into between

the agent and Jackson-Franklin Building, a copartnership,

concerning the premises j and the property was managed by the

agent on the dates alleged in the complaint.

The court found that the exoneration clause of the

lease inured to the benefit of all the defendants and that

therefore the plaintiffs cannot recover against any of the.

defendants and overruled the motions to strike the answers.

Plaintiffs elected to stand on their motions and the court

entered judgment in favor of the defendants. Plaintiffs,

appealing, ask that the judgment be reversed and that the

cause be remanded with directions to. sustain plaintiffs 1

motions to strike and to proceed with the trial of the case

on its merits.

Plaintiffs assert that the exculpatory provisions

in the lease do not protect the landlord from active or

affirmative negligence. The defendants argue that* these

provisions protect the landlord not only from so-called

)
affirmative negligence but from wilful and wanton misconduct

as well. They Insist, however, that there are no charges

of wilful and wanton misconduct in the second amended complaint.
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The allegation In this respect is that the defendants

wilfully and wantonly operated, manged and controlled the

roof, gutters, parapets and ap-ourtenancea to the roof by

falling to keep the aforesaid in proper repair when the

defendants knew, or in the exercise of ordinary care,

should have known that the aforesaid were not in good and

proper repair and likely. to result in damage to the property

of plaintiffs and others. This allegation amounts to no more

than a charge of lack of knowledge of the condition of the roof

and appurtenances because of the failure of defendants to

exercise ordinary care, Hence we do not have before us for

decision whether the exculpatory provisions protect the

landlord. from wilful and. wanton misconduct* The cases of.

Arllng v. ZeitZ i 269 111. App. 562, and Oerny Pickas & Co. v.

C. R. Jahn Co ., 3^7 111. App. 379, support plaintiffs'

position that the exculpatory provisions in the lease do not

protect the landlord from active or affirmative negligence.

The latest expression of our Supreme Court with

respect to the efficacy of exculpatory provisions of a lease

are found in. Jackson v. First National Bank of Lake Forest ,

415 111. ^53. The court said (46l)

:

"Though there have been kcc pronouncements that one'
may never, by contract, avoid liability' for his negligence,'
that has not been the law of this State, and this court has,
under proper circumstances, recognized the validity of
such agreements. * * * This court has, therefore, gone upon
record as approving exculpatory agreements in business leases
relieving the landlord from liability for injuries to the
tenant* s property due to the negligenoe of the landlord or
his servants.

"
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Aftera careful reading of the Jackson case we are of the

opinion that the principle announced Is applicable to active

as well as passive negligence. To hold otherwise would

Invite confusion. In that case the Supreme Court recognized

the efficacy of the exculpatory clause in active as well

as passive cases. We are satisfied that the exculpatory

clause bars a recovery by plaintiffs.

Plaintiffs maintain that the defendants, with the

exception of the 230 So. Franklin Corporation, are not

entitled to assert the exculpatory provision of the lease

as a defense as they are not parties to the lease. The

only party with whom the plaintiffs entered into a lease

is the 230 So. Franklin Corporation. The lease was assigned

by that corporation prior to the occurrence and without

notice to the plaintiffs. All leases, except leases at

will, may be assigned if there ie no restriction in the

leases.

Defendants were the assignees of the lease and are

entitled to all the benefits and obligations of the terms

of the lease. Section lb of the. Landlord and Tenant act

(Par. 1*+, Ch. 80, 111. Rev. Stat. 1953) gives to lessor's

assignee or grantee of the demised premises the same rights

that the lessor has. Section 15 of that act gives to lessee's

assignee or personal representatives the same rights that the

lessee has. The lease in the instant case provides that

the covenants and agreements therein shall be binding upon,

apply and inure to the respective heirs, executors, successors,

administrators and assignees of all the parties to the lease.
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Plaintiffs urge that the agent is not in a position

to plead any condition of the lease as an affirmative

defense, pointing out that the premises were being

managed by it under the terms of a management agreement

between it and the Jackson-Franklin Building, a copartnership,

and that the agent is not a party to the lease and should

not be entitled to take advantage of any of Its provisions.

The agent is In the same position, so^far as the exculpatory

provisions of the lease are concerned, as the lessor. In

Section b of the Comment under the footnote of Section 3^3,

Restatement of the Law of Agency, the author says: "An

agent may be privileged to do an otherwise tortious act

because. of a privilege held by his principal under which

he acts.". Section 3^7, Comment, states:

"a, * * * On the other hand, when an immunity
exists In order more adequately to protect the interests
of a person in relation to his property, the agent may
have the principal's immunities. Thus, the servant of a
landowner while acting in the scope of his employment is
under no greater duties to unseen trespassers than is the
landowner; * * *."

It is our view that the trial Judge was right in

his ruling and the. judgment of the Superior Court of Cook

County is affirmed.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

FRIEND, J., AND NIEMEYER, J., CONCUR.
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CHRISTINE DE SALVO,

v.

THOMAS DE SALVO,

)

)

Appellee, )

)

Appellant. )

i A
r 7I.A. 16

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT

COOK COUNTY.

46601

CHRISTINE DE SALVO,

Defendant In Error,

v.

THOMAS DE SALVO,

Plaintiff In Error.

ERROR TO

SUPERIOR COURT

COOK COUNTY.

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

On February 24, 1948 Christine De Salvo and Thomas

De Salvo were married at Chicago. No children were born of

the marriage. On October 19, 1953 she filed a complaint for

separate maintenance in the Superior Court of Cook County.

An appearance was filed for him by an attorney. He did not

file an answer. On December 8, 1953 "the court entered an

order that defendant pay to plaintiff #30 a week as temporary

alimony, retroactive to November 10, 1953» and temporary

solicitor's fees of $75* By leave of court and on due notice

his attorney withdrew on March 1, 1954. On May 19, 1954 the

case came on for trial. The defendant did not appear in

person or by attorney. On that day the court entered a

decree sustaining the allegations of the complaint . The
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chancellor found that as of May 11, 1954 the defendant was In

arrears In payment of temporary alimony In the sum of $350,

decreed that he pay plaintiff for support and alimony $30

per week commencing May 18, 195^» that he forthwith pay the

$350 arrears in temporary support under the order of December

8, 1953, that he forthwith pay to the attorney for plaintiff

$350 for attorney's fees and reserved Jurisdiction to enforce

the decree.

On June 25, 195^ plaintiff filed a petition stating

that defendant was in arrears as of June 22, 195^ in the

amount of %55 in the payment of permanent alimony and $350

in temporary alimony under the order of December 8, 1953

»

and $350 for attorney's fees, and that his refusal to pay

these amounts was contumacious. On July 9* 195^ defendant

appeared in person and by attorney and filed an answer to

plaintiff's petition in which he said that the decree for

separate maintenance entered on May 19, 195^ was "null and

void and contrary to the statute in such cases made and pro-

vided" and that as to plaintiff's statement of arrearages of

alimony of %S5 and $350 he "denies that he has knowledge or

information of any monies due and owing" to her. He denied

that any sum was due to plaintiff's attorney for attorney's

fees. He said that he did not comply with the decree because

he was denied "due process of law" and concluded by denying

"knowledge or information of any arrearage as alleged to be

due and owing." On the same day, July 9» 195^* he filed a

motion to vacate or modify the decree on the ground that his
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former attorney "failed or neglected to file an answer to

the complaint for separate maintenance" and that "hence, no

Issues were framed upon the allegations as charged." He

said that from March 1, 195^ "and thence forward" he was

without counsel and "therefor denied and deprived of his day

in court by due process" and that to and including May 19 >

195^- he "was never apprised by notice and process of law"

that the cause was set for trial. He asked that the decree

for separate maintenance and the provisions for support and

attorney's fees be held for naught and that he be given his

day in court.

An affidavit by the defendant, attached to the

motion to vacate the decree, states that "he is a citizen of

Italian extraction and that his education and schooling are

limited to the Italian language"; that from the time of the

filing of the complaint he has been continuously in contact

and "collaborated" with plaintiff; that the attorneys for the

parties sought a reconciliation and that the reconciliation

"was more or less in effect" on March 1, 195^» at which time

defendant's attorney withdrew; that he "never" wilfully or

wantonly abandoned plaintiff without just cause; that he did

not at any time refuse to support his wife; that since the

entry of the decree he "has been in constant and continuous

communication with his wife" and "more of recent date has he

daily attended to her devotions as provided for under his

marital vows and has been at all times dutiful to his

obligations for the support and maintenance" of plaintiff

prior to and subsequent to the entry of the decree.
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On July 23 » 195^ "the court denied the motion to

vaoate or modify the decree and "set the bond for appeal" In

the amount of $1,000. On the same day the chancellor entered

an order reciting that on a rule to show cause theretofore

entered and the defendant being present In open court In

person and represented by counsel and the court "hearing all

of the testimony of the parties" and being fully advised in

the premises, found that there was due and unpaid under the

decree of May 19, 195^ the sum of §755. 00j that no sufficient

cause was shown by defendant why that amount should not have

been paid or that he has been or is unable to pay it; and that

defendant, although well able so to do*, "has wilfully and in

contempt of court failed and refused and still refused to

pay plaintiff the sum of $755. " The court decreed that the

defendant is guilty of wilful contempt for his wilful failure

to pay plaintiff §755t ordered the clerk to issue a mittimus

directing that defendant be taken into custody by the sheriff,

that he be committed to the County Jail for a period not to

exceed six months unless he shall sooner purge himself of the

contempt by paying plaintiff or the sheriff for her use

$755»00, or unless he shall sooner be discharged by due process

of law. On July 27, 195^ an "indemnifying bond" In the penal

sum of iifl,000 was approved and the defendant released from

custody until the further order of the court.

On August 10, 195^ plaintiff filed a petition

stating that the defendant "Is and will become in arrears"

under the decree from June 29, 195^ to August 10, 195^ In the
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sum of $90; that he informed her he does not Intend to

contribute "one penny" towards the support order in the .

future; and that it became necessary for her to employ counsel

to enforce the decree. She asked that he be held in contempt

of court and that he be ordered to pay a reasonable sum for

her attorney 1 s fees. In an answer to the petition defendant

stated that the averments in plaintiff's petition are res -

.judicata and "tolled by the approval and posting of the

surety and appeal bond on July 27, 195^"; that from July 27,

195^» when he was released from imprisonment, he "has suffered

unemployment due to illness and lack of work due to weather

conditions and want of materials"; that since his release he

has been burdened with expenses such as payment of bondsmen

and attorney's fees; that he is an indigent person, not

steadily employed; that he has directed his attorney to

proceed with the appeal; and that he stands ready and willing

to provide for his wife according to his salary. He concluded

by moving to strike the petition "for want of Jurisdiction

of the subject matter" as being "matters res Judicata, and

formerly secured by surety bond in the amount of $1,000."

The court entered a rule on the defendant to show cause why

he should not be committed for contempt of court.

On September 7* 195^ defendant filed a motion to

vacate the order of July 23, 1954 "overruling the motion to

vacate or modify the decree for separate naintenance. " On

that day the chancellor denied defendant's motion, discharged

the rule to show cause and ordered that the motion for

attorney's fees be continued until the further order of the

court.
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On September 17, 195^ defendant filed notice of

appeal from the order of September 7» 195^, the order of

committment of July 23, 195^' and from the order which over-

ruled defendant's motions to vacate the decree and prays

that "the entire proceeding of the plaintiff filed in vacation

term of the Superior Court, beginning on June 25, 195^ to and

including September 7, 195^, be reversed" and that all orders

denying motions and petitions offered by the defendant in

vacation term be reversed. Defendant also sued out a writ

of error and the cases have been consolidated for hearing.

Defendant states that he is appealing from the

decree for separate maintenance and the "Judgment orders."

The notice of appeal, however, purports to be an appeal from

an order of September 7, 195^, an order denying defendant's

motion to vacate the decree, an order committing defendant

for contempt, an order of August 31, 195^, and the entire

proceedings from June 25, 195^ to September 7, 195^. The

decree was entered on May 19, 195^. The notice of appeal

was filed September 17, 195A-. Defendant did not invoke the

provision of paragraph 7 of Section 50 of the Civil Practice

Act (Par. 174, Chap. 110, 111. Rev. Stat. 1953) that the

court may within 30 days after entry set aside a final decree

upon good cause shown by affidavit and upon such terms and

conditions as shall be reasonable. After thirty days from

the entry of the decree he filed a motion but did not make

any showing which would bring him within the provisions of

Section 72 of the Practice Act (Par. 19 6, Chap. 110, 111.

Rev. Stat. 1953). There could be no appeal from the decree
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aa a matter of right on September 17 t 195^* the day the

notice of appeal was filed, as Section 76 of the Practice

Act (Par. 200, Chap. 110, 111. Rev. Stat. 1953) states

that no appeal shall be taken after the expiration of ninety

days from the entry of the order, decree or Judgment

complained of. The complaint for separate maintenance oame

on to be heard on the regular call. Although there was no

duty on the plaintiff to notify the defendant that the cause

had been set for trial, the attorney for plaintiff did so.

The first point urged by defendant Is that the

uncontroverted facts oppose the decree and orders. He did not

appeal from the decree and did not make any showing which

would entitle him to relief under a petition filed pursuant

to Section 72 of the Practice Act or under a petition in the

nature of a bill of review. The orders entered subsequent

to the decree were based on the record, verified petitions,

affidavits and testimony heard in open court. As no report

of proceedings has been certified to us, we assume that the

testimony supports the orders. The arrearages found by the

court are supported by the record, which also supports the

finding that his failure to comply with the decree was wilful

and contumacious.

The second point argued by defendant is that in a

suit for separate maintenance plaintiff has the burden of

showing that she is living separate and apart from her husband

without her fault. Our statement that he did not appeal from

the decree and that he did not make adequate showing for

relief in motions and petitions filed more than thirty days
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after the entry of the decree, is applicable to this point.

Plaintiff concedes the general rule that in a separate main-

tenance complaint the burden is on the plaintiff to show that

she was living separate and apart from the defendant without

fault on her part. A perusal of the transcript of testimony

in the ex parte hearing of the separate maintenance case

satisfies us that plaintiff established all the Jurisdictional

requisites.

As the third point defendant asserts that the decree

for separate maintenance may at any time upon due notice be

amended or modified as justice and equity may require. A

decree for separate maintenance may be modified when there is

a change of circumstances. In the instant case the petitions

and motions of the defendant to modify the decree do not show

any change in circumstances. The reason given for changing

the decree is that defendants attorney failed or neglected

to file an answer and that he was without counsel and there-

fore deprived of his day in court. The court, on notice to

defendant, consented to the withdrawal of defendant's attorney.

Defendant knew that the attorney had withdrawn and that he

had a right to retain another attorney. He did not do so

until he hired his present attorney. He had a right to his

day in court but failed to appear. The fact that he did not

appear or retain another attorney should not be charged to

plaintiff. In his fourth point defendant maintains that the

chancellor did not have Jurisdiction to enter the decree.

Defendant was served with summons and filed his appearanoe.

He was in open court when the order for temporary alimony

was entered. The court had Jurisdiction of the subject matter

and the parties.
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In his fifth point defendant states that attorney's

fees in a separate maintenance action, after the decree

became final, cannot be employed for reprisal, contempt and

Imprisonment, Plaintiff answers that she is not attempting

to imprison the defendant for failure to pay attorney's fees.

The court ordered defendant to pay alimony and attorney's

fees. He is in default In both. The court has power to

commit for failure to comply with orders and decrees awarding

alimony and support money. Sec Wl t Ch. 22* 111. Rev. Stat.

1953. The defendant argues that the provision of Section 22

of Chapter 68 that the court at any time after service of

summons and proper notice to the wife or husband, may make

such allowance for temporary alimony, attorney's fees and

suit money as may appear Just and equitable as in cases of

divorce, cannot be Invoked for the wilful refusal to obey

orders after the decree becomes final. The defendant fails

to distinguish between an application for temporary alimony

and attorney's fees and the provision in a final decree for

the payment of alimony and attorney's fees. Section 22 does

not limit the power of the court to enter a final decree

providing for alimony and attorney's fees in separate main-

tenance cases. In fact, the chief purpose in that type of

case is to secure support money for the wife or husband.

In support of his position defendant cites

Pressne.v v. PressneV t 339 111. App. 371. There the plaintiff

discharged her attorney. We held that the trial court

could not enter an order allowing the discharged attorney a

fee to be paid out of the wife's money, holding that his
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remedy was to sue his own client at common law. The case is

not applicable. In Hoffman v. Hoffman, 316 111. 204, a

separate maintenance case, the court said (21*0:

"Under section 15 of the Divorce act (Smith's
Stat. p. 747*) "the court was empowered to enter an order
for alimony and solicitors' fees pendente lite for her
support and defense on appeal where the appeal is taken
by the husband.

"

In Amberson v. Amberson , 3^9 111. 249, a separate maintenance

case, the court approved allowance for solicitors' fees in

a reduced amount. In Harding v. Harding , 180 111. 481, the

court said that the amount of alimony to be allowed In a

separate maintenance suit is to be determined in the same

manner as in case of divorce and affirmed an allowance, to

the complainant for $8,000.00 for solicitors' fees.

Defendant states that the Judges of the Superior

Court "sitting In vacation term erred in assuming Juris-

diction over the parties and subject matter predicated on

the defendant's petition, based upon a rule to show cause in

the absence of properly showing an emergency for such action."

The Circuit and. Superior courts of Cook County do not adjourn

for vacation in the technical sense. See Par. 72.4, Ch. 37,

111. Rev. Stat. 1953; Chicago Title & Trust Co . v. Cohen , 284

111. App. 181, 186.

For the reasons stated the decrees and orders of

the Superior Court of Cook County are affirmed.

DECREES AND ORDERS AFFIRMED.

Friend, J., and
Nlemeyer, J. , Concur.
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CHARLES BARATTA,
Appellee,

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC RAILROAD
COMPANY, a corporation,

Appellant.

APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY

MR. JUSTICE FRIEND DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

The plaintiff, Charles Baratta, brought suit under

the provisions of the Federal Employers 1 Liability Act to

recover damages allegedly occasioned by the negligence of

the defendant railroad company. The Jury returned a verdict

for plaintiff in the sum of #13,320.00, upon whioh judgment

was entered, and from which defendant appeals.

The accident occurred May 15, 1950 in the yard of

the defendant railroad at 51st Street and Wentworth Avenue

In Chicago, where plaintiff was employed. He was then

seventeen years old, although in his application for

employment he had stated that he was nineteen years old.

Plaintiff had started working for the defendant railroad

on May 8, 1950, a week before the ^ooldent, and had been as-

signed, to the electrical department as an electrician' s

helper. On the day of the accident he was engaged In

loading propane gas cylinders onto railroad cars, and in

the course of his duties was operating a gasoline truck on

which the cylinders were moved. According to his own testimony

he had never driven that type of truck prior to the day of

the accident; he had operated a truck, but of a different
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type, for the. railroad company by which he had previously

been employed.

The truck in question was operated by means of two

levers, one of which regulated the forward and backward

movement, as well as the speed of the vehicle, and the second

lever which controlled the steering apparatus. Just prior

to the accident, about 9:00 a. m. , plaintiff was traveling

in a southerly direction on a concrete runway between

railroad tracks in defendant 1 s yard, approaching a concrete

apron running east and west alongside the commissary building.

He was standing on the driver 1 s step of the truck, facing

south, with the body of the truck behind him. As he aporoached

the commissary building he stopped about six Inches from the

wall in order to turn the steering bar, which he claimed was

stiff and could not be moved with one hand. He thereupon

turned around, facing the rear of the truck, tookhold of the

steering bar which was then on his left-ha&d side, and tried

to pull it toward him to turn the wheels. The motor of the

truck was running and, accor cling to plaintiff, the truck

was in gear, but the "dead man's"brake was holding the truck

motionless. The brake on the truck is so constructed that it

must be depressed for the truck to move. Plaintiff testified

that as he was standing and attempting to turn the wheel, a

man named Pierce came over and stepped on the brake, releasing

it and causing the truck to move south against the wall of

the commissary building. This caused the operating lever to be

pushed Into plaintiff's chest. According to plaintiff, Pierce
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kept hitting the brake, and every time he stepped on it the

lever of the truck would hit him on the side of the chest.

In his deposition plaintiff testified Pierce stepped on the

brake. five times, and each time the lever hit him in the

chest. Finally other workers came up, got Pierce away, and

pulled plaintiff from between the wall and the truck. He claims

that he then fell, hitting his head and back on the apron,

and was unconscious until he arrived at the hospital. There

Is considerable conflict in the evidence, and the record

presents a close case on the facts.

As ground for reversal it is urged by defendant that

the verdict is against the manifest weight of the evidence;

that the court erred in refusing to withdraw a juror, in

accordance with defendant's motions; that the court erred

in refusing to admit proper, competent, and relevant evidence

offered on behalf of defendant and, conversely, that the

court committed error in admitting Improper and incompetent

evidence offered by plaintiff, over defendant's objection;

and that plaintiff's attorney was guilty of prejudicial mis-

conduct throughout the course of the trial.

In the view that we take, the Judgment will have to

be reversed on the last of these contentions. We have

studied the record carefully, and it appears that, throughout

the trial, plaintiff's counsel indulged in prejudicial and

inflammatory remarks addressed to defense counsel, to the

court, to witnesses, and to the .Jury. Improper and prejudicial

questions were asked and reasked, despite the adverse rulings
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of the court which repeatedly Instructed the Jury to

disregard the remarks. Persistentlyi nonimpeaching matters

were brought to. the attention of the Jury as though they

were impeaching. The testimony of the witnesses was dis-

torted and misquoted in examination and argument.
.

Defendant

counsel and the court were incessantly Interrupted. From

his opening statement to his closing argument plaintiff's

counsel attempted to persuade the Jury that the defendant,

through its attorneys and doctors, was engaged in a conspiracy

to deprive plaintiff of his Just rights; such a coloration of

defendant 1 s motives is not supported by the evidence. On

numerous occasions during the trial, plaintiff's attorney,

for no discernible reason, designated one of defendant 1 s

counsel as the prime mover. in the conspiratorial plan with

which he charged defendant. Doctors who had treated plaintiff

were openly accused, without any evidence, of having withheld',

x-rays and of having taken x-rays which were designed

deliberately to conceal plaintiff's injuries. Throughout

the trial abusive and sarcastic remarks were directed to

defendant' s counsel. It would serve no purpose to further

detail the repeated Instances of prejudicial conduct. To

insure a fair impartial trial a jury must be permitted a

calm and deliberate Inquiry into the truth of disputed

issues of fact. Sincere adversaries, embroiled in the heat

of controversy, may Inadvertently and occasionally transgress

the rules of propriety, but a court must demand that standards

of trial decorum and of fairness be observed. Defendant's
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counsel contend that in the course of the trial those

standards were made a mockery; that plaintiff's counsel

exerted no serious effort to present fairly a cause of

action for personal injury; and we are persuaded that this

characterization of the tenor of the trial is supported

by the record. Plaintiff's case was based solely on his

own testimony, as against the unimpeached evidence of other

witnesses. In the situation it was extremely' important

that the trial be fairly conducted.

The judgment cannot stand; it is therefore reversed

and the cause remanded for a new trial.

JUDGMENT REVERSED AND CAUSE
REMANDED FOR A NEW TRIAL.

BURKE, P. J., AND NIEMEYER, J., CONCUR.
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APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY

WILLIAM HADELER,
Defendant and

Counterclaimant-Appellant.

MR. JUSTICE NIEMEYER DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

William Hadeler, defendant and counterclaimant

(hereinafter called defendant), appeals from separate

judgments in favor of plaintiffs Robert Lelder (herein-

after called Lelder), Edith Leider, Donald W. Campbell

(hereinafter called Campbell) and Dorothy G. Campbell entered

on verdicts in two consolidated actions for personal injuries

and property damage resulting from a collision at the

intersection of Barrlngton Road and Dundee Road, northwest

of Chicago, between automobiles owned and driven by defendant

and Campbell. He also appeals from a Judgment entered on a

verdict of not guilty on his counterclaim against Campbell

for personal Injuries and property damage arising out of the

collision. Plaintiffs Robert Leider and Edith Leider cross-
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appeal from a Judgment entered on verdicts of not guilty In

their actions for personal Injuries against Campbell.

The Lelders, guests in defendant's automobile,

instituted suit against Campbell. Later they amended the

complaint by impleading defendant and charging wilful and

wanton misconduct on his part. Campbell and Dorothy G.

Campbell, his wife, brought suit against defendant for

personal injuries and property damage to Campbell's auto-

mobile. These actions were consolidated, apparently with the

consent of the Lelders and defendant. Before commencement of the

trial the Lelders and defendant moved to vacate the order

of consolidation. This motion was denied. At the close of

all the evidence the motion was renewed and again denied.

The consolidation of the cases rested in the discretion of

the trial xsourt. We see nothing in the record Indicating

an abuse of discretion or injury to the defendant as a

result of the consolidation.

The collision occurred at a rural intersection about

froon on a bright, clear Sunday in August, 1952. Dundee Road

is a two-lane east-and-west paved preferential highway.

Barrington Road is a two-lane north-and-south paved nonpre-

ferential highway. Defendant was driving north on Barrington

Road and Campbell was driving west on Dundee Road. There is

a stop sign at the southeast corner of the intersection. There

is no traffic sign on Dundee Road. There was no other traffic on

either road in the Immediate vicinity, and no occurrence

witnesses except the occupants of the two cars.
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The testimony of the witnesses and photographs in

evidence show an 8 or 10 feet rise of the land east of

Barrington Road and south of Dundee Road for some distance along

each highway, obstructing the view of westbound traffic by

northbound drivers and of northbound traffic by westbound

drivers. The highways are widened as they near the inter-

section, so that each is practically a four-lane highway

at the crossing. The witnesses place the stop sign at from

10 to 30 feet south of Dundee Road. The prevailing testimony

is that the stop sign is not visible to westbound drivers on

Dundc© Road until within. about 75 feet from Barrington Road;

that westbound traffic on Dundee Road cannot be seen by northbound

drivers at the stop sign.

Defendant was taking his wife, the Lelders and their

two children to a picnic near Cary. He had entered Barrington

Road some distance to the south and was traveling 40 or 45

miles an hour until he approached the intersection. Defendant,

his wife and Leider testify that he stopped at the sign and

then started up slowly. Defendant's testimony is that he had

not reached a speed in excess of 10 miles per hour; that

when he got beyond the land obstruction at the southeast

corner of the intersection he looked to the east and saw

no approaching traffic; that he then looked to the west,

where his view at all times was unobstructed for a considerable

distance, and saw no traffic; he was then near or had entered
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the south lane of Dundee Road; he looked again to the east

and saw Campbell approaching at a distance of about 50 feet;

he attempted to turn to the west but collided with Campbell's

car.

Campbell and his wife were going to a golf club west

of the intersection. He was familiar with Dundee Road and

the intersection. He testified that when he reached a sign

indicating the intersection with Barring ton Road, about

1,000 feet or a quarter of a mile east of that road, he

slowed down from about ^0 miles per hour to approximately 30

miles at the time of the collision; that he could not see

the stop sign until he was within about 75 feet of Barrington

Road; that he first saw defendant's automobile north of the stop

sign, moving at 30 to 35 miles per hour and too close for him

to apply his brakes effectively or avoid the collision. A

photograph In evidence shows that his automobile was struck

on the left side at the front wheel and toward the rear.

Lelder, who had been in this country ten months and was

accustomed to measuring speed and distance by kilometers,

testified that Campbell was traveling at 60 to 70 miles per

hour, or 80 kilometers—which would be a little under 50

miles per hour.

There is a direct conflict in the evidence, and all the

witnesses are interested parties. The physical facts, as

evidenced by the photographs in evidence, coupled with the

testimony of the witnesses, indicate that stopping at the

traffic sign on the southeast corner of the intersection
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would be. a useless act. As said in Ritter v. Nleman, 329

111. App. 163, 171: "There is no virtue in stopping at a

place when one can not see. A stop sign is a challenge to

motorists to stop at a point where, by the use of one's

faculties, one can definitely ascertain if he can safely proceed

into the protected thoroughfare." The photographs further show

that after passing the stop sign and before entering into the

south lane of Dundee Road, a northbound driver has an

unobstructed view to the easfc as far as and beyond the

Barrington Road sign on Dundee Road. Although Campbell could

not see whether or not the defendant had stopped at the sign,

his testimony that the automobile was traveling at 30 or 35

miles an hour when it came into Campbell's vision contradicts

the testimony that defendant stopped. In any event his entry

into the preferential highway at the speed testified to by

Campbell was evidence of wanton and wilful misconduct. Ritter

v, Nleman , supra ; Law son v. Flsk, 316 111. Ape. 591. The

verdicts of the Jury exonerating Campbell and finding defendant

guilty as to all plaintiffs are not against the manifest weight

of the evidence.

Leider' s rights against defendant are not controlled

by his testimony that defendant stopped at the traffic sign.

In People v. Scalisi, 32^ 111. 131> 1^5 » the court held that

the defendant was entitled to any defense shown by the testi-

mony, even though in contradiction of his own testimony. Here

the complaint charged that defendant wilfully and wantonly

failed to stop at the sign before entering Dundee Road. This
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was a question for the Jury to determine from all the evidence,

and Lelder is entitled to the benefit of the Jury' s verdict,

even though in contradiction of his own testimony.

Defendant complains of the giving of an instruction

tendered by the Campbells In the. language of the Motor Vehicle

Law (111. Rev. Stats. 1951, chap. 95 1/2, par. 167) that:

"The Department may in its discretion and
when traffic conditions warrant such action give
preference to traffic upon any of the State high-
ways under its Jurisdiction, upon which has been
constructed a durable hard-surfaced road over
traffic crosaing or entering such highway by
erecting appropriate stop signo^pr stop lights
and in such case vehicles entering upon or cross-
ing such highway shall come to a full stop as
near the right-of-way line of such highway as

.

possible and regardless of direction shall give
the right-of-way to vehicles upon such highway."

This instruction stated the Campbell's theory of their right

of action—the negligence of defendant in entering upon

Dundee Road without stopping "as near the right of way line

of such highway as possible," and is supported by the testi-

mony of Campbell as to the speed of defendant's automobile

when it entered Dundee Road, In asserting the impropriety of

giving this instruction defendant erroneously states that

"Campbell did not dispute the fact that the Hadeler car

stopped at the stop sign." As hereinbefore stated, the

testimony of Campbell that defendant's automobile was traveling

30 to 35 miles per hour between the stop sign and the pavement

on Dundee Road, contradicts testimony on behalf of the defendant

that he had stopped at the traffic sign. This conflict in the

testimony as to whether or not defendant stopped before entering
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Dundee Road, distinguishes the Instant case from Anderson v.

Mlddleton, 350 111. App. 59» on which defendant relies In

support of his contention that the given instruction should

have been supplemented with a statement of the law relating

to the right of way as defined by the courts. It is seldom

that an Instruction in the language of the statute applicable

to the facts of the case in which it is given is held to be

erroneous. In Mlnnl

s

v. Friend , 360 111. 328, 338, the court

said: "Instructing the jury in the words of the law itself

should not be pronounced error." An exception is found in the

giving of an instruction in the. language of. section 68 pf the

Illinois Motor Vehicle Law (111. Rev. State. 1951» chap.

95 1/2* par. 165) because the language of the statute has

been modified by the courts of review, and it has therefore

heen held that instructions should be framed according to

that modification if the Jury is to be properly informed as to

the legal effeot of the statute. Walker v. Shea~Matson

Trucking Co . , 3^4 111. App. ^66, Under the Campbells' con-

tention and also the Leiders 1 contention that defendant had

not stopped at the stop sign or as near the right of way line

of such highway as possible, the general subject of right

of way at intersections was not pertinent and neither of the

plaintiffs was obliged to instruct the Jury as to the law

tif right of way.

We have considered other objections urged by

defendant, such as alleged prejudicial remarks of court and

counsel, the giving of other Instructions, the attempt to





impeach the defendant, and find no reversible error.

Specific discussion, of the points would unnecessarily

extend this opinion. No objection is made to the damages awardeo

the respective plaintiffs. The Lelders, as cross-appellants,

merely adopt a part of defendant' s argument in his controversy

with Campbell and suggest that a reversal of the Judgment

in that controversy would entitle them to reversal of the

Judgment in their action against Campbell. We have rejected

defendant's contention in his controversy with Campbell.

The Judgments are affirmed.

JUDGMENTS AFFIRMED.

BURKE, P. J., AND FRIEND, J., CONCUR.
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MICHAEL F. MULCAHY, late Sheriff
of Cook County, for the use of
TILLIE ULRICH,

Appellee,

v.

CHARLES J. ULRICH and RAYMOND
KLING-BEIL.

RAYMOND KLINGBEIL,
Appellant,

7I.A^ 1

APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY

MR. JUSTICE NIEMEYER DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Defendant Raymond Klingbeil appeals from a judgment

for $2,000 entered. against him, as surety, on a ne exeat bond

In which Charles J. Ulrich was principal.

The case was tried on a stipulation of facts from

which it appears that defendant Ulrich has been absent

from the State of Illinois, without leave of court, from

on or about January 18, 19^9. No service was had upon him

and the present case was dismissed as to him. The defense

in the trial court and on appeal is wholly technical.

The bond signed by defendant was the usual form of a

ne exeat bond. It recited that

"*** if the said Raymond Klingbeil shall not render
himself in execution to answer any judgment or
decree which the said Court may render against him,
then the said Charles Ulrich as Principal ' and Ray-
mond Klingbeil as surety and each of them, will pay,
or cause to be paid, unto the said Michael F, Mulcahy,
Sheriff of Cook County, the sum of Two Thousand
(|2,000.00) Dollars.

But if' the aald Charles Ulrich shall not go or
depart from, or beyond, the borders of the State of
Illinois, without leave of the said Court, and if he
will render himself in execution to answer any Judg-
ment or decree which the said Court may render against
him, then and in that case this obligation shall be void
and of no effect J otherwise to remain in full force
and virtue."
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The purpose of the bond was to secure the presence of the

defendant Ulrlch in court to answer any Judgment or decree which

might be rendered against him. It is plain from the context

of the bond and the purpose for which it was given that the

insertion of the name Raymond Klingfeell where it. first

appears in the foregoing quotation, was a mistake. Defendant

lnslsta that this mistake renders . the present Judgment void.

This contention Ignores the established law of the state, as

stated in Schlll v. Reisdorf. 88 111. *H1, which Involved a

suit against a surety on an appeal bond, where the names

were correctly given in all other parts of the bond, except

that the name Reisdorf , the plaintiff in the suit and obligee

in the bond, was inserted Instead of the name Walbaum, the

defendant and principal in the bond. In holding that this

mistake did not Invalidate the bond, the court said:

"This, in principle, if not in fact, is like the
bond In the case of Hlbbard v. McKlndley , 28 111.
2^0. Here, as there, the context of the bond
clearly shows that the name Reisdorf ' was, by
mistake, inserted instead of Walbaum, and, under
the authority of that case, the objection in this
must be held not well taken.

"

The further objection of defendant that neither the

pleadings nor the stipulated facts show that the terms of

the bond were to be other than those specified in the bond,

as pleaded and attached to the complaint, is without merit.

The Judgment Is affirmed.

AFFIRMED.

BURKE, P. J., AND FRIEND, J., CONCUR.
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1JOSEPH KOPALD and E . KOPALD

doing business as NU-WAY
SIDING AND CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Appellants,
APPEAL FROM CIRCUIT

COURT, COOK COUNTY.

ALEXANDER J. O'GRADNEY,
DOROTHY J. O'GRADNEY, HENRY
P. ZMICH and LAURA ZMICH,

Appellees.

MR, PRESIDING JUSTICE McCORMICK DELIVERED THE

OPINION OF THE COURT.

A decree was entered in the Circuit Court dismissing

for want of equity plaintiffs' complaint to enforce a claim

for a mechanic's lien against the defendants, and entering

judgment on the defendants' counterclaim against the plain-

tiffs and count erdefendants for $350, from which decree

this appeal is taken.

The plaintiffs' complaint was upon an executed

written contract for raising two old buildings and install-

ing cement foundations thereunder, for the agreed sum of

$5 ? 100, and upon a claim for an additional sum of $6^-2.80

for "extras." The defendants filed an answer to the

complaint in which, among other things, they aver that

the plaintiffs failed to do the work in question in a neat

and workmanlike manner, which failure resulted in great

damages to the defendants and they will be compelled to

employ other contractors to complete the unfinished work

of the plaintiffs. The defendants also filed a counterclaim

making substantially the same allegations in detail, and

claiming damages in the sum of $5»000, to which counterclaim
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the plaintiffs* filed an answer. The case was referred to a

master in chancery who heard evidence and made a report, in

which he found that the work was done in a good and workman-

like manner and that the defendants' approved and accepted

the same; that there is due and owing to the plaintiffs

the sum of $5*100, the contract price, together with the

further sum of $6*f2.80 for "extras," totaling $5,7^2.80;

that the counterclaim of the defendants should be dismissed

for want of equity; and that the plaintiffs are entitled

to a mechanic's lien in the sum of $5*7^2.80, with interest.

Objections were filed to the master's report and overruled

by the master, and the objections stood as exceptions to

the report before the court. The court sustained the excep-

tions to the master's report and entered a decree dismissing

plaintiffs' complaint for want of equity and entering judg-

ment on the defendants' counterclaim against the plaintiffs

in the sum of $350.

The contract originally entered into by the parties

on June 7, 1952 required the plaintiffs to "raise two feet

and level front and rear building. Install cement foundation

same to be ten inch front and eight inch rear (3-1/2 ft. to

h ft.). Install 6x6 posts for front building to be set on

cement base. Base same with 2 x k cement base, and block

chimney to base." The contractor was to furnish all necessary

labor and material and was to do the work in a neat and work-

manlike manner.

There were two buildings to be raised, a front build-
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ing and a rear building. The front building was over sixty-

years old and was built on stilts approximately six feet high.

The building foundation had settled over the years from one to

seven inches in various parts, and the building had sagged

accordingly. The plaintiffs installed a concrete foundation

ten inches wide and approximately four feet high under the

front building, together with fourteen 2 x h concrete piers,

or blocks, which were set in the basement on the floor and

were not part of the foundation wall# We assume that when

the "2 x hn concrete piers are referred to, their size is

meant as 2 x h feet , though nothing appears anywhere in the

record to that effect. Resting on the top of these piers

were 6x6 posts which supported the beams of the house. The

rear building had no foundation and under it the plaintiffs

constructed a concrete base.

The defendants' principal complaints are that the

plaintiffs failed to raise the front and, rear buildings in a

workmanlike manner; that the concrete foundations installed

were improperly constructed; that the floor in the rear build-

ing was completely removed and never restored; that the concrete

foundation under the front building extended three inches beyond

the outside walls of the building; that because of the ineffi-

cient workmanship of the plaintiffs the plaster in the front

building was cracked; and that the buildings were not level.

There is evidence in the record that the fourteen

concrete piers installed by the plaintiffs vary about three

inches in height and in some instances protrude above the
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foundation wall; that the foundation wall varies in elevation

as much as three inches; that because of this variation the

floors are not level and the doors sag and cannot be kept

open; that plastering fell off the ceilings and walls, which

necessitated the partial replastering of seven rooms and

the complete replastering of one room; and that rainwater

will not run out of the gutters because the building is not

level.

The evidence is in sharp conflict. One of the defend-

ants' witnesses, a structural engineer, prepared two blue-

prints which were introduced in evidence, indicating the

elevations of the foundation wall and the floor in the front

building. These blueprints were prepared by him from an

examination of the premises made by him with instruments.

The blueprints show a variance of as much as three inches in

the elevation. A witness for the plaintiffs, a licensed

architect, on examining the blueprints could find only a

difference in elevation of one-tenth of an inch. No objec-

tions to the accuracy of the blueprints were made, and they

speak for themselves. They show a variation of as much as

three inches in the elevation. There was considerable testi-

mony in the record with reference to the propriety of

constructing under this frame building a concrete foundation

extending three inches beyond the frame wall on the outside.

There was testimony for the plaintiffs to the effect that

such practice was proper, and. testimony on the part of the

defendants was that such practice was not common nor proper.
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There was als© evidence as to conversations between the

plaintiffs and the defendants concerning this wall exten-

sion, and the plaintiffs, at the suggestion of the defend-

ants and at the plaintiffs' expense, put a copper flashing

over it correcting the condition, and we find that such

correction was accepted by the defendants, whether the

original installation was proper or improper.

The plaintiffs argue that the defendants had agreed

to accept all of the work if they would install such flash-

ing. The record does not bear them out in this connection.

There was an attempt on the part of the defendants to

settle the dispute, and an offer was made to the plaintiffs

which was rejected. Such settlement attempt will not be

considered by the court.

The allegation of the plaintiffs in their complaint

with reference to their claim for $6*+2.80 for "extras"

installed at the instance and request of the defendants is

not denied in the defendants' answer, and is therefore

admitted. No reference is made in the briefs to such

admission. In order to find it, it was necessary to

search the record.

The trial court did not indicate how he arrived

at the sum of $350 which he found the defendants should

recover from the plaintiffs. On this question counsel in

their briefs have shed no light, and, when questioned on

oral argument, could furnish us no computation.

The master's report was overruled by the trial
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court, and under such circumstance we may take into considera-

tion the master's report, but no particular measure of weight

is to be attached to it. The master's report is merely-

advisory to the trial court. The facts are all open for

consideration in the first instance by the trial court and

now by this court. The question before us is whether the

decree rendered by the chancellor is a proper one under the

law and the evidence. Mers chat v. Merschat. 1 111. App. 2d

^29 j Brown v . Moore , ^07 111. 618.

The evidence in the record is sufficient to support

the court's order sustaining the exceptions to the master's

report. The plaintiffs did not do the work in the manner

contemplated by the contract. The building was not leveled

as it should have been. The failure to level the front build-

ing is the cause of the slanting floors. We are unable to tell

from the record what it would cost to put the building in

proper condition. The trial court should reopen "the case to

permit the taking of further evidence to determine what

necessary expenditures the defendants will be required to

make to level the front building and the floors, and the

amount found should be applied against the sum of $5» 7^2.80,

the contract price plus "extras." The court should then find

for the plaintiffs on their original complaint or for the

defendants on their counterclaim as the case might be, and

enter the necessary and appropriate judgment. As we have

indicated, there should be no allowance made the defendants

with reference to the extension of the foundation wall.
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The decree is reversed and the cause remanded to

the Circuit Court for further proceedings in conformity

with the views herein expressed. Costs of this appeal,

including the additional abstract filed by defendants,

shall be paid one-half by plaintiffs and one-half by

defendants.

Decree reversed and cause
remanded

.

Robson and Schwartz, JJ., concur.
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ERNEST STOCCO,
Appellee,

v.

WILLIAM J. BUTTENBENDER

,

Appellant

APPEAL FROM SUPERIOR

COURT, COOK COUNTY.

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE McCORMICK DELIVEREI THE OPINION

OF THE COURT.

Suit was brought by Ernest Stocco against William J.

Buttenbender for damages on account of an accident which

occurred April *+, 1950 when a truck operated by the plaintiff

collided with an automobile operated by the defendant at a

street intersection in the Village of Skokie, Cook County,

Illinois. The trial resulted in a verdict in favor of the

plaintiff for $11,000. The trial court, at the close of all

the evidence, overruled the motion of the defendant for a

directed verdict, end, after the verdict was returned, over-

ruled the defendant's motions for judgment notwithstanding the

verdict and for a new trial. It thereupon entered judgment on

the verdict, from which judgment the defendant now appeals.

The defendant contends that the plaintiff had failed

to prove negligence on the part of the defendant and contends

that the plaintiff was guilty of contributory negligenae as

a matter of law. The defendant also urges that the verdict

is agaiast the manifest weight of the evidence and is

grossly excessive.

The plaintiff and the defendant were the only eye-

witnesses to the accident who testified at the trial. They

both testified as to the positions of the two vehicles as they
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approached the intersection, as well as to the speed at which

each was driven. Their testimony is irreconcilable.

The plaintiff testified that prior to the accident

he was driving a truck north on Kilpatrick street; that as

he came within 60 feet of Madison street he stopped to allow

a southbound truck to pass by him; that he then moved his

truck Ato the south curb of Madison street, where he again

stopped; that he looked to his right and saw the defendant's

automobile 150 or 160 feet away, westbound on the proper side

of Madison street, and moving at the rate of 15 miles an hour;

that the two vehicles were the only ones in the vicinity; that

he then crossed Madison street at 7 miles an hour; that he

crossed over the center of Madison street, and when he came

to the westbound lane, the lane in which the defendant's car

was approaching, he looked to his right and saw the defendant's

car within 10 feet of him, traveling towards him at a speed of

over 35 miles an hour; that the defendant's automobile struck

the rear of the truck, and the latter was overturned.

The defendant testified that he was traveling at a

speed of 20 to 25 miles an hour as he approached to a point

within 150 feet of the intersection; that he did not see the

truck of the plaintiff until the truck was directly in front

of him, approximately 15 to 20 feet away; that he was still

going at 20 or 25 miles an hour.

There was also evidence in the record from a police

officer of the Village of Skokle, who arrived at the scene of

the accident after the accident had occurred. His testimony
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was that the defendant's automobile had skidded from the east

curb of Kilpatrick street a distance of about k6 feet.

The question of the negligence of the defendant and

the due care of the plaintiff was a matter for the jury to

determine. The trial court, which had heard and observed the

witnesses during the trial of the case, overruled the defend-

ant's motions for a directed verdict and for judgment notwith-

standing the verdict. "Only when there is a complete absence

of probative facts to support the conclusion drawn by the jury

is it reversible error to overrule a motion for judgment not-

withstanding the verdict." Lindroth v. .Walgreen Co., h07 111.

121. The plaintiff's evidence established a prima facie case,

and the trial court was not in error. It is well settled that

where the evidence is conflicting and the finding of the jury

is not clearly against the preponderance of the evidence, the

trial court should not, and this court will not, set aside the

verdict. City of Monticello v. LeCrone, klk 111. 550. Here

the evidence is in sharp conflict. However, there Is suffi-

cient evidence in the record to support the jury's finding.

The trial court properly overruled the defendant's alternative

motion for a new trial.

It is now necessary to consider the contention of the

defendant that the verdict is grossly excessive and for that

reason the cause should be reversed,,

The evidence in the record is that the plaintiff was

2h years old and married; that he suffered pain at the time

of the accident and still suffers severe pain. The physician
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who treated the plaintiff testified that shortly after the

accident he had x-ray films taken of the plaintiff's back;

that his diagnosis was that the plaintiff had suffered an

intervertebral disc injury; that he prescribed a brace, which

the plaintiff wore for about eight months and still wears once

or twice a week; and that the plaintiff is still under his

treatment. The testimony of the plaintiff is to the effect

that he had lost 18 weeks' work and that he now works steadily;

that he has pains when he bends down; that he uses an electric

pad at home; that he cannot walk up stairs without pain; that

about once a month he has a severe attack of pain in his back

and in his leg; that while prior to the injury he wrestled,

played football and bowled, he is now unable to engage in any

athletics.

On behalf of the defendant a physician testified that

he had shortly after the accident examined the plaintiff at

the request of the defendant; that he found no injuries at all;

that he took x-rays of the plaintiff's lower back, which

exhibited no abnormalities whatsoever; and that the plaintiff

could have gone back to work immediately.

Two other physicians testified as experts on behalf

of the defendant that they had not examined the patient, but

that on examination in court of the x-ray films which had been

introduced in evidence by the plaintiff and the defendant, they

could find nothing indicating an abnormal condition of the

spine. However, on cross-examination one of them stated that

an attending physician treating the patient would be able to
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make a more accurate diagnosis than a physician taking two

x-ray films and making one examination, providing the physi-

cians were equal in professional ability. The other physician

testified that if he had been treating an individual for a year

for complaints about his back, he would be in a position to

determine from the patient's complaints whether or not the

patient had a herniated disc and that, taking into consideration

the normal x-rays and the treatments, he could not determine

whether or not there was a herniated disc.

The physician who testified in behalf of the plaintiff

stated that in his opinion the condition of the plaintiff would

be permanent. If the condition of the plaintiff is permanent,

the verdict certainly would not be excessive. The defendant

does not here complain that any improper evidence was intro-

duced in the case, nor that the jury was improperly instructed.

The only question raised by the defendant on this point is that

the verdict is excessive. We here have a direct conflict between

the testimony of two physicians, one who treated the patient for

four years, and the other who examined the patient once and took
two x-rays of his back. Defendant's two expert witnesses testi-
fied that from an inspection of the x-ray films they could not

reach the same diagnosis as that to which the plaintiff's

attending physician had testified. There is nothing in the

record which reflects upon the competency or ability of the

attending physician. We have repeatedly held that unless the

verdict is so excessive as to show passion and prejudice on the

part of the jury the Appellate Court has no right to disturb it.
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Garner v. Burns Mid-Town, Inc., 3^+6 111. App. 162; Smith v c

Kroger Grocery & Baking Co., 339 111. App. 501; Hannigan v.

Elgin, J. & E. Ry . Co ., 337 111. App. 538; Gorczynskl v

Nugent

,

335 111. App. 63; G^eason v. Cunningham

,

316 111. App,

286; Bolle v. Chicago & Northwestern Ry. Co., 258 111. App. 5^5 .

We have said, "damages awarded to a plaintiff in a personal

injury suit will not be set aside unless so palpably excessive

as to indicate some improper motive on the part of the jury."

Garner v. Burns Mid-Town, Inc. , supra. If the jury believed

the testimony of the plaintiff and that of his attending

physician, as they had a right to do and as they apparently

did, the verdict is not excessive. In reaching their verdict

the jury had before them for their consideration the testi-

mony of one of the two physicians called by the defendant as

experts, to the effect that the treating physician might make a

more accurate diagnosis than a physician who merely made one

examination and took two x-rays, as well as the testimony of

the other physician that if he had been treating an individual

for a year for complaints about his back he would be able to

determine from the patient's complaints whether or not he had

a herniated disc.

In this case there was nothing in the record which

would possibly prejudice or inflame the jury. We find no

reversible error in the record, and the court properly over-

ruled the defendant's motions for directed verdict, for judg-

ment notwithstanding the verdict and for a new trial. The

judgment of the trial court is affirmed.

n . , _
,

Judgment affirmed
Hobson and Schwartz, JJ., concur.
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Helene V, Turehl appeal e from a deer*© entered by

the Circuit Court of Lake County diettlseinj? her complaint for

separate «&intemj.nee.

The complaint which was filed on September 17, 1953,

alleged, among other things, that the parties wore married on

August 10, 1948, had lived toother as husband and wife until

August 16, 1968, and that ia a result of said marriage, one

daughter wae born to the parties. Tfte complaint charged that

the defendant, Ronan L. Turehl, wilfully deserted the plaintiff

without just cause on August 16, 1953, and that plaintiff,

without &n$ fault on hsr part, WM living separate and apart

from the defendant and had been so living since August 15,

1968. An answer was filed adteitting the marriage and birth of

their daughter and that the parti e« were living separate and

apart, but traversing the other allegations of the complaint.

A counterclaim was filed by the defendant charging the counter-

defendant with adultery and praying for a divorce. Subsequently
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an Amended counterclaim van filed oharglng the counter-defendAnt

with desertion. Upon the hearing the amended counterclaim wee

dismissed and as no croeis-appeal has been filed, no further

attention n*ed be paid to the count erol aim.

At the hearing, January 26, 1965, th* defendant^ celled

by the plaintiff for cross-examination as an .-averse vltnese

ur«:ei : eetion 60 of th© Civil Practice Act, t?*tified that he

was married to appellant on August 10, 1949; that they had one

child and that he and his wife lived together until August 15,

1953; th:t after that date he returned to his home to pick up

hie daughter on Sundays, but never offered to unconditionally

return to their ho«e Mil live vith hie wife; that he had nerer

had sexual intercourse with hi® wife after August 15, 1963, and a

few o&ye after August 15, 1963, he was told by his wife to get

out of their home and that he did get out.

The plaintiff was the only other witness in her own

behalf. From her testimony it appears that the parties owned

two properties; one located at 500 tfauKegan Avenue and the other,

a ne-.v motel, at 15 Clay Avenue, Bighwood, Illinois. The title

to the motel property was in the plaintiff, the defendant and

the parents of the defendant, who were living" at the isotel. The

title to the other property was in the plaintiff* as we understand

the record. Apparently this f.«ct caused some disturbance in

the m&rit&i relationship, mi the plaintiff testified that her

husband wanted her to "take her name off of that motel property*;

that she declined MfA told her hueb^nd *we were all partners.

"

The plaintiff further testified th?:t after Auguat 15, 1953, her

husband returned to the ^faukegan Avenue property, where they

were living on August 15, 1953, .r. \hers she continue? to live

until June 1954; that on February 1954, he offered to return

- 2 -
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and live with her if *I would come to iiy senses and put the

proj»#rty under his MB*** r

fhe plaintiff further testified that

la June |S§4| ehs moved froa the w&ukeg*n Avenue property to

the wot el and was 3ivin# there at the tine of the hearing. The

.aintlff further tertifled that h«r l»ihaJrtl came to the place

MPt she «M living la Pe^tciaber, 1953; February 12, 1S64;

< February 14, 1934 and again on December 4, 1954, and that upon

each occasion they Imtf sexual intercourse.

The defendant testified in his own behalf that he was

If in partnership with August Genre tti in servicing Ju^e boxes and

that they kept parts and records for the machines whioh they

serviced in the bs.sa»©nt of the VuuXegan Avenue property; that

prior to August 15, 2053, his wife wanted Ml* to purchase the

interest of his parents In the Clay Avenue property and was

dissatisfied Kith the May the title to that property was held

and threatened to look hiss out of their bMMb Me further testi-

fied that on August 15, 1953, he had no discussion with his wife

with reference to his leaving the hose, but left in the morning

*^ of that day and spent the day servicing Juke boxes and came back

in th« afternoon and left .gain between six and 6:30 o'clock

that evening, returning ho»c about 1;15 o'clock the following

I orniog; that upon hit, return hone he was aoeoiap&nied by his

partner in tim Juke bos business, August Cervetti; that his wife

I previously tafeM his front doer key off his key ring and he

only hfcd i key to the IMMMMMWV Coor; that he tried to get in his

fcSM fcuiu fcunc i&l three dcers locked and the basement door

bolted, tai being unable to gain access to his hos», he went to

hie partner* a hots© and spent the night there. He further testified

that the following day he returned to his home r.nd found the

baseaent door open* but didn't **«?© his wife or have any conversation

- 3 -
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with her on that occasion. Defendant further testified thrt he

vent to his homn four or five days later and upon that occasion

hit yift "told mo to get out, that Is all, take «y clothes and

g«t out." tic furtlvr testified tb*.t having1 been told to got

out, fee did bc Mttl MV«T vent b^ck to liv«- *.ith her ao her

hu^b^nd an<5 that ©he never unconditionally requested him to come

bad; to be? house. He denied that he ever feat any @exual

relatione with hie wife since he loft in August 1353. He

further testified that prior tc August the 15th, 1053, hie wife

had stated that ehe v&e gseing to loo*', his out of their home and

on thst ifttft mA pflftP thereto there w&s a ¥ale look on the

baaesent door to which beta he and his partner had i key, but

at tli&t llffii there MM no .aSditio.^l lock; that on August the

18th, & bolt h&d b&en placed on the door without hi* knowledge

eo that the door could be bolted fro» the inside and that a

few day ft after August KM 18th, he and his partner started to

move their business fro® the 'b&aet&ent of the liNrifeqgagi Avenue

property tc the Clay Avenue property.

ucust Cr.rvetti corroborated th« MtKttaMW of the

defendant to the effect tfeftl he V» ttner of the defendant

in the Juke box business which they had be«?n conducting for

seven years; that on August 16, lft£3, he- wes with the defendant

s&rviatng juke* boxes and upon their return to the Vaukegan

Avenue pro;.*-rty early in the acrning of *u^ust 16, lf-53, he went

K&lk the flfflfuwrtlnirt to the baeeaient entr&.noe; that he had a key

to tPt b'.,:t;'v:ent door, but WM unable to open the door; that the

defendant went to aal MM outside doors, but was unable to gain

adasiasicn and then vent with Cervetti and remained overnight with

hit-.; thst the MXt day thty returned Ml the IfaMfetgUI -.venue

property and found tfef bu.a, . M3 open and for the first
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time this witness observed the bolt across the inside of the

door. This witness further testified that about three days

after trie incident of the basement door bein# looked, he had

a conversation with the plaintiff at which time they -aerm

discussing the defendant, and the plaintiff stated that it was

*ali foolishness petting back together because the defendant

didn't hisve the mentality of a ohild, her child, which at

that time w«s 15 years old, And eh© told me to tell him to go

beck to his mother's apron strings.* This witness further

testified th:t he and the defendant didn't start Roving their

stuff from the basement to the Gl&y Street property until aftar

August 15, 1953.

In rebuttal &r«, Turohi denied that she looked her

husband out of the heme on August 1&, 1983; denied thit she knew

her hueband h&d returned that night, denied that she had ever

removed any keys from her husband's key ring and explained that

It was not until a month after her husband and Cervetti stovsd

their equipment from the basement that she put a slide bolt

on the basement door. She further testified that she didn't

recall whether she ever told Mr. Cervetti that IMP husb«nd

didn't have the mentality of child and that he should go back

to hie mother's apron strings.

The record further discloses that after the separation,

the premises spoken of in this record as the Vaukegan Avenue

and Clay street properties, were the subject matter of litigation

culminating in a settlement whereby, for a substantial considera-

tion, title to both properties beease vested In the plaintiff.

Counsel for appellant insist that the foregoing evidence

shows that defendant left hie home without Justification; that

he did e© in order to coerce his wife to part with title to
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property which she owned; that slaintiff w*e not guilty of any

alsoonduot *nd that the trial oourt erred in failing to find

that plaintiff was living separate and apart from the defendant

without her fault.

Counsel for appellee insist that the evidence ehowe

th t the partlee hereto were living separate Decease of the

fault of the plaintiff in exrlu<31ng the defendant from the

faaily ho»e on August 16, 1988, and shortly thereafter, upon

the return of the defendant to the family hose, he was told by

the plaintiff to t?.fce hie clothes and get out; that the only

excuse offered for this conduct is that defendant requested the

plaintiff to divent hereelf of title to a piece of property,

the title to vhioh wss in plaintiff, the parents of the defendant

and the defendant.

Neither pvrty to this record ever executed any physical

violence toward the other or employed, ©o far as th© record

disolosee, any intemperate, abusive, profane or obscene language.

Froe the evidence, the chancellor was warranted in finding that

plaintiff hafi requested the defendant on different occasions

prior to August 15, 1953, to purchase th* interest of his parents

in the Clay Avenue property .nnd on beinss told thct he would not
the

be able to buy tbeiss out unle«e they wanted to sell, that plaintiff

then threatened to look her husband out of their hone and on

August 15, IMS* she did so; that the husband returned shortly

thereafter and hie wife told him to take hie clothes Ml get
she never requested him to live with her, but

cut and he did as die requested; that thereafter/they vers to-

gether on various occasions prior to the hearing (which did not

take place for asore than seventeen raonths after the complaint

was filed) and resumed their ssttrit&l relations.

- © -
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Under th«f Statute an allowance for aep-arate

maintenance can be made to & wife only in ease the separation

was without her fault. If she voluntarily consents to the

sep&ration she le not without fault within the meaning of the

Statute (Vock v. Vook, 366 III. 432, 434). In Johnson v.

Johnson, 125 111, 510, 514, it was held that in order to sustain

e decree for separate maintenance, it MM neoennary for the
only that

plaintiff to show not/febpc she h?>& good cause for living separate

and apart fro® h*»r husband, but that nueh living apart was

without fault on hor part.

It might be concluded fros the evidence found in this

record that appellee wag not particularly grieved when he vae

unable to enter the family home on the nl^ht of August 16, 1963,

nor disappointed a few 6.&ys later when hie wife told him to take

hie clothes and get out. The fact that plaintiff wae a Joint

owner with her husband in certain property and that he requested

her to dlveeit herself of h$r title and her refusal to do ao

would not Justify her in excluding her husband from their frailly

home, nor would hie failure to nc uire for hlaself or hie wife

the interest of hi* parent* in this same property, Justify her

in recuseting his to take hie clothes and get out.

The olreuBiat: neee, as disclosed by thle record, under

whioh appellee l«ft the family ho©.® preclude appellant from

maintainlnf this suit. A separation by the consent of both

parties is a bar to the wife's suit for separate maintenance.

If appellee wae at fault in proposing or insisting thet appellant

convey her interest in property, which they held Jointly, to hint,

appelHnAras equally at fault in her conduct and where the fault

of the wife is eoual to or greeter than that of the husband and

her conduct materially contributes to the separation, the wife

- 7 -
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cannot maintain a suit of thip ch^r^cter. (Bielby v. Blelby,

333 111. 478; Elston v. Eletcn, 344 111. A-v. 33; r,eoker t.

Decker, 27© 111. 300; Bellrung v. Kellrung, 321 111. App. 333)

It might be noted thnt the oomplaint, filed a month

and two days after August 15, 1953, In edcition to praying for

serrate maintenance for the plaintiff Mi for support for the

minor child of the parties, also sought an order pending the

disposition of the Cflse, enjoining "the defendant from in any

way molesting or annoying or doing the plaintiff any harm or

|
eracnal injury or from going to their marital home. - On the

day following the filing of the cc^ >I..int t notice was given to

the defendant by counsel for the plaintiff th*t the plaintiff

would appear in court on Bmyftfffe** 23, 1953, and move the court

for an order for temporary support money, attorney fees and for

a writ of injunction as pr&yed in the complaint. On September

I '5, 1953, an order was entered directing the defendant to pay

the plaintiff attorney fees and also 160.00 pw week for the

support of herself and minor child. This ord<?r apparently

satisfied the plaintiff and while no t^isporary restraining order
certainly

was ever issued/the plaintiff, at the time the complaint was

filed, indicated by the relief ahe scug; t tm.t it ma her wish

that defendant continue to remain away from home.

In our opinion the evidence sustains the decree of the

chancellor and that decree is affirmed.

Decree * ffirmed.
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Abstract

STATE OF ILLINOIS
APPELLATE COURT
THIRD DISTRICT.

May Term, A. D. 1955.
toO

General No. 10017

Frank Wade,

Plaint iff-Appellee

,

vs.

Loyd Kathis,

Defendant-Appellant.

Agenda No. 9

•A

\ 7I.A. 113
Appeal from the
Circuit Court of
Schuyler County.

REYNOLDS, J.

Frank Wade, a former employee of Loyd Mathis, recovered

a judgment against I lathis in the Circuit Court of Schuyler

County, in the amount of #3dl.40 and costs, for wages claimed

to be due Wade growing out of employment from December 27th,

1948 to April 23rd, 1949. The suit was filed March 9th, 1953,

almost four years later. The defendant Mathis has appealed to

this court.

Before considering the matter on its merits, we must

first pass upon the motion of the plaintiff to strike the trial

court record, abstract of record and appellant's brief, on the

grounds that the trial court record is not properly authenticated

and is incorrect; that the abstract of record is incorrect and

contains matters not properly transcribed; that the trial court

record, abstract of record and the appellant's brief are vague

and confused. This court has examined the authentication of the

r
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record and finds that the same is authenticated by the trial Judge

and the same Is accompanied by the certificate of the court reporter,

We think this is sufficient. As to the other matters, if the

plaintiff felt that any matter had been improperly abstracted or

had been omitted, he was at liberty under the rules to file a

supplemental abstract of record. The motion to strike the trial

court record, the abstract of record and the appellant's brief,

will be denied.

This suit grows out of employment of the plaintiff by the

defendant on work at Carlyle, Illinois and Cochrane, Wisconsin.

The plaintiff and the defendant lived at Browning, Illinois, which

is some two hours drive by automobile from Carlyle. The defendant

was building a levee for the United States Engineers at Carlyle

and was digging a ditch near Cochrane, Wisconsin at the same time

and apparently the plaintiff worked at both places.

On the Carlyle Job, the plaintiff was a bulldozer operator.

At Cochrane, he acted as laborer, timekeeper and foreman, and was

paid either #1.50 per hour or -flO.OO per day, depending upon what

he was doing. On the Carlyle job, he was paid at the then union

rate. He claimed in his bill of particulars that the union rate

was $2.55 per hour. The evidence shows that at the time he worked

as the operator of the bulldozer, the rate was $2.15 per hour.

The plaintiff kept a time sheet or record of the time he

claims he worked but was not paid. He apparently did not keep

any accurate record of the time he was paid for working. In his

statement of account he gives credit to the defendant for %kUr5.Ur$

received in wages, leaving a balance claimed of #726. 75.

-2-
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The defendant Introduced checks In the total amount of

t3^0. 55, not shown on the plaintiff^ account and the plaintiff

admits that his or his wife's endorsement appears on the backs of

said checks. Therefore, he must have received this amount from

the defendant.

There is little dispute as to the law in this case. The

dispute is almost entirely on the facts. The plaintiff claims

that he was not paid and brings in a book or time account kept

by his wife, at his direction, to prove his claim. The defendant

contends that he paid the plaintiff every cent that he owed him.

It is conceded by the plaintiff and his wife, that the time account

kept by them was never presented to the defendant. The defendant

claims that the time sheet was not admissible in evidence because

it was self serving and that the record shows that it was not a

Just and true account. In the view we take of this case, it is

not necessary to pass on the question of whether or not the account

book was admissible in evidence. The plaintiff admits that the

time sheets kept by him, or by his wife, at his direction were

incorrect; that he failed to list check payments to him; that the

account was incorrect as to the rate of pay; that he received a

check or checks in Wisconsin that he failed to enter in his account;

that at least six checks were received on the Carlyle job, or be-

tween the Carlyle job and the Cochrane job, that he failed to

credit or list in his accounting. By his own admission he charged

bulldozer time for trips to Carlyle from Browning with the defend-

ant, although he did very little or no work on these occasions.

-3-
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Further, the plaintiff admits that he waited almost four years

before he demanded the money he claimed due him as wages. This

is hard to explain in view of the testimony that he would leave

the job at Cochrane, Wisconsin and come home if his money was a

week or ten days late.

The cause was tried before the court without a jury. It is

true that where the evidence is conflicting that the findings of

the trial court will not be disturbed unless such findings are

manifestly against the weight of the evidence. Eleopoulos v.

City of Chicago . 3 111. 2nd, 247; Arliskas v. Arliskas . 343 111.

112. But in this case, the evidence is so unsatisfactory, the

proof of the plaintiff as to money due for wages is so full of

inconsistencies, errors, mistakes, failures to keep accurate

records and contradictions, that it becomes the duty of this court

to hold that the findings are manifestly against the weight of the

evidence. It is neither logical or reasonable to believe that the

plaintiff would wait almost four years to claim his wages, if in

fact any were due him. Neither is it logical or reasonable to

accept the account made up by the plaintiff, when he admits that

it is not complete or accurate. It is difficult to believe that

the plaintiff would keep records of payments to him in cash but

would fail to keep the records of check payments.

Having fully considered all of the evidence in this case and

the many inconsistencies in the plaintiff's evidence, we have

come to the coadlusion that we must reverse the finding of the

trial court as being against the manifest weight of the evidence

and remand this cause for a new trial.

Reversed and remanded.
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ROBER
LESLI
and next friend,

ROBERT DICKSON, a minor, by
LESLIE R. DICKSON, his father

Appellee,

v.

JOHN P. MENDENHALL,

7 J

:

~iX -

APPEAL FROM MUNICIPAL

COURT OF CHICAGO.

Appellant.

MR. JUSTICE ROBSON DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE

COURT.

Defendant appeals from a verdict and judgment

entered for plaintiff in the trial by a jury of a personal

injury action. Urging reversal and remandment of the cause

for a new trial, defendant contends (1) that the trial judge

gave numerous erroneous instructions; (2) that the trial

judge twice left the bench during the taking of the testi-

mony of certain critical witnesses; (3) that the trial judge,

in directing a verdict for plaintiff on defendant's counter-

claim, acted erroneously, improperly and in a manner calcu-

lated to show his predisposition toward plaintiff and plain-

tiff's cause of action; (h) that the verdict of the jury in

awarding $3,000 to plaintiff was grossly excessive and the

result of prejudice and passion and should be set aside.

Defendant at the time the instructions were given

did not object to them. But, citing the case of Chevalier

y. Chicago Transit Authority. 338 111. App. 119, he con-

tends that objections to instructions are no longer

necessary if set out under the heading "Motion for New

Trial." Ibid., at 12*+. The Chevalier case, supra

,

involved

an appeal from the Circuit Court of Cook County, not from
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the Municipal Court of Chicago. Rule 62(3), Civil Practice

Rules of the Municipal Court of Chicago, provides that objec-

tions to instructions must be specific and must be made out

of the presence of the jury and before it retires. The

Municipal Court of Chicago is empowered to formulate, adopt

and promulgate its own rules of practice. Secco v. Chicaga

Transit Authority, 6 111. App. 2d 266. These cannot be

ignored and rendered meaningless. In the instant case,

however, defendant did not merely fail to object to the

giving of the instructions. He affirmatively approved them.

When asked by the trial court if he had any objections to the

instructions, counsel for defendant replied, "Okay."

Did the trial judge commit reversible error in twice

leaving the bench during the course of the trial, as defendant

next contends? Such practice is not to be regarded as fatal

error in a civil case unless it shall appear to the reviewing

court that the cause of the complaining party was prejudiced

by what occurred in court during the judge's absence. Loftus
Co

y. Chicago Railways-? %91 111. h?5, h&2. So far as the record

shows, the trial judge absented himself during the cross-

examination of plaintiff and again during the examination

of plaintiff's physician. Counsel for defendant voluntarily

proceeded with his examination of these witnesses and at no

time objected before, during or immediately thereafter or

before the jury retired. Assuming even, as defendant contends,

that the trial judge absented himself during certain portions

of the physician's testimony on direct, defendant raised
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neither objections to plaintiff's counsel's proceeding with

the witness or to counsel's questions asked of the witness.

Defendant points to nothing in the record—no unfair advan-

tage taken of him by plaintiff's counsel, no objectionable

conduct or word spoken by counsel—that occurred during the

trial judge's absence.

In the instant case, the only eyewitnesses to the

occurrence resulting in plaintiff's injuries were plaintiff

and defendant, and their respective versions were in sharp

conflict. Thus, an issue of the credibility of the respective

parties was presented to the jury. The jury apparently found

plaintiff's version of the occurrence the more probable of

the two and believed plaintiff rather than defendant. We

cannot say its finding and verdict were against the manifest

weight of the evidence or that the absence of the trial judge

affected its finding and verdict. The conduct of the trial

judge in so absenting himself is not, however, approved. It

is derogatory and detracts from the dignity and decorum of

the court. It is also to be condemned because of the abuses

and misconduct it invites. Wells v. Q'Hare, 209 111. 627,

636-7; City^of West Frankfort v. Marsh Lodge, 315 111. 32,

39. That none occurred in the instant case can only be

considered fortuitous.

Defendant next contends that the trial judge errone-

ously directed a verdict for plaintiff on defendant's

counterclaim and, further, that defendant was prejudiced

in the main case because of the use of certain language





and the "attitude" assumed by the trial Judge In directing

the verdict for plaintiff on defendant's counterclaim for

damages to his car. Defendant Introduced no evidence of

any monetary damages as a result of the occurrence. The

trial judge, in directing the verdict for plaintiff on

defendant's counterclaim used the words "right" and "wrong"

In attempting to elementalize for the "simple" Jurors the

motives that might be ascribed to litigants In filing

statements of claim and counterclaim in the Municipal

Court of Chicago. While those words and the manner in

which they were used are not orthodox, the trial Judge

clearly and unmistakably Instructed the Jury that

disposition of defendant's counterclaim was not and did not

affect a determination of plaintiff s claim against defendant.

W© find no error that would justify reversal.

Defendant contends finally that the verdict awarded

plaintiff in the sum of $3,000 was grossly excessive and

the result of passion and prejudice. Defendant testified

that when he left his own car and went over to plaintiff's

car he found plaintiff "unconscious, semi-conscious."

Plaintiff "seemed to be nauseated a bit." Plaintiff testified

that his head throbbed, that he had a severe headache and

a bruise on his head; that he noticed vomit on. his Jacket;

that he "started to vomit, and. . . couldn' t stop." Plaintiff

was in the hospital for three days and in bed at home for

about five days. Plaintiff's physician confirmed the fact

that plaintiff had vomited and, describing further procedure
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and results of his examination at the time plaintiff was

injured, he and a colleague, a neurologist, diagnosed

plaintiff's injuries as abrasions, contusions, bleeding

and a concussion of the brain. Plaintiff suffered

dizziness and pain in the back of the head. Plaintiff's

physician categorized the concussion as moderately severe

and in his prognosis stated that he could not determine

the degree of recovery. Plaintiff testified that he

still suffers headaches, although not so frequently as

before, and in hot weather becomes nauseated and dizzy.

The damage to his car, his expenses for medical services,

hospital room and board, post-hospital medical treatment

and loss of wages as a pharmacist's apprentice totaled

approximately $2?6.30. This court cannot say the verdict

awarded by the jury was excessive.

Judgment affirmed.

McCormick, P. J., and Schwartz, J., concur.
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Appellant,
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APPEAL FROM CIRCUIT

COURT, COOK COUNTY.

ALEX FINKEL
Appellee.

MR. JUSTICE ROBSON DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE

COURT.

This is an appeal by plaintiff in a personal injury-

action from a verdict finding defendant not guilty and from

an order of the trial court denying her motion for a new

trial.

Plaintiff contends (1) that the verdict is against

the manifest weight of the evidence; (2) that the trial

court erred in the giving of certain of defendant's

instructions; and (3) that the closing argument to the

jury of counsel for defendant was improper. A determination

of these questions requires that this court first review the

evidence in the record of the trial of the case.

The record reveals that the accident that caused

plaintiff's injuries took place on May 7, 1952, at approxi-

mately 7*30 a.m., at or near the intersection of Montrose

avenue and Honore street, Chicago, Illinois. The precise

spot is disputed. Transecting Montrose avenue are the

elevated tracks of the Chicago Transit Authority, which

run north and south, their westmost side roughly parallel

to the east side of Honore street which, at that point,

is an alleyway. The morning was clear and bright. Plain-

tiff, a woman 56 years of age, had just got off the south-
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bound elevated train on her way to 1131 Grace street to do

housework and cleaning. She testified that she came out

of the exit door of the elevated station on the north side

of Montrose avenue. Directly across the street on its south

side, at a point midway between the elevated pillars, was

a transfer point or bus stop for eastbound buses operated

by the Chicago Transit Authority. A bus stop sign was

located on one of the elevated pillars on the southeast

corner of Montrose avenue and Honore street. For many years

it was customary for passengers making their exit from the

elevated station to cross to the opposite transfer point.

One person preceded plaintiff by several feet to

the opposite side. Plaintiff, before crossing looked

eastward and saw no cars. She then looked westward and saw

a car west of Wolcott, which is the street immediately west

of Honore street. She could not determine the speed at

which it was traveling eastward. She stepped down behind

the other passenger and proceeded to cross Montrose avenue

at a point midway between the elevated pillars. She was

still several feet north of the south curb of Montrose

when the passenger who had preceded her reached it. At

the same time, plaintiff saw a car to her right almost on

top of her, about a foot away. She had heard no horn

sounded. The front of the car hit her on the right side

and knocked her down in the street.

Plaintiff's version was corroborated to some extent
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by police officer John Regan who, together with another

police officer, arrived at the scene shortly after the

occurrence. Regan testified that defendant, when interro-

gated at the scene of the occurrence, pointed to a place

between the elevated pillars on the south side of Montrose

avenue as the place where his car had struck plaintiff.

Defendant at that time also told Officer Regan that he

had been about fifteen feet from plaintiff when he first

observed her, that he had been traveling about twenty-five

miles an hour at that point but, when his car struck her,

he was traveling only three miles an hour. Regan found no

brake or skid marks on the street . When he and the other

police officer arrived there, defendant's car was parked

at a point southeast of the elevated , its front end slightly

facing the south curb. Plaintiff had been removed.

Officer Robert Schoene, who had accompanied Officer

Regan to the scene, corroborated the material portions of

Officer Regan's testimony. Officer Schoene also testified

that he afterward backed defendant's car up into Honore and

parked it under the elevated tracks. Officer Schoene

testified that when he asked defendant's wife, who had

been seated deside defendant at the time of the occurrence,

what had happened she replied that "it was so fast that she

doesn't remember what happened."

Defendant testified that he had been traveling the

same route in the morning for several years, on his way to

his place of business, and that he was familiar with the bus
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stop in question and with the fact that it was used as a

transfer point by passengers leaving the elevated station

and traveling eastward. He was traveling about twenty-five

miles an hour eastbound when he passed Wolcott street. He

was traveling in the north lane of the south half of Montrose

avenue, about two or three feet from the center line. He

was traveling about ten miles an hour when he saw the plain-

tiff. She was about fifteen feet west of the elevated

tracks, west of Honore street (the alleyway), and somewhat

north of the center line of Montrose avenue opposite a

barbershop located near the southwest corner of Montrose

avenue and Honore street. Plaintiff stopped and turned her

head in the direction of defendant's car. Defendant stopped

his car about one and one-half feet to the west of plaintiff,

a»d about two feet south of her. He indicated with his hand
i

inside the car that she should proceed. Plaintiff did not

move. He waited approximately a minute. Then he started

his car forward and plaintiff started forward at the same

time. Plaintiff approached a point about three feet south

of the center line of Montrose avenue when she was struck

by the left corner bumper of defendant's car. The impact

pushed her southward and she fell down at a point about

midway between the bumper ends and about three or four feet

in front of the car. She lay in the street until the police,

called by defendant's wife, came. She was bleeding at the

back of the head, and was "screaming and hollering." Until

the police came, defendant did. not move his car. When they
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came, plaintiff still lay in the street. They parked his

car under the southeast side of the elevated. He denied

that he had pointed to a spot under the elevated to the

police as the place where his car had struck plaintiff.

He denied that he told the police that he had been traveling

about twenty-five miles an hour when he first saw plaintiff.

Defendant's wife corroborated her husband's testimony

in its material aspects.

It is immediately apparent that the respective ver-

sions of the occurrence offered by the parties and their

witnesses were in sharp conflict upon virtually every

material point in the case. This court cannot say, as

plaintiff urges it to find, that the verdict and judgment

are against the manifest weight of the evidence. The

record discloses that a sharp issue as to the credibility

of the parties and witnesses was presented to the jury,

however, the case was close on the facts and it was impor-

tant that nothing occur to upset the delicate balance to

prejudice either party. With this in mind we will discuss

plaintiff's other contentions.

Proceeding to plaintiff's second contention that the

trial court committed reversible error in the giving of

certain of defendant's instructions, the trial court gave

the jury twelve instructions, eight of these at the request

of defendant. None of plaintiff's four instructions was

directory. Five of defendant's instructions directed a

not guilty verdict. Defendant's instructions No. 8 and
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No. 9 read as follows:

No. 8. "Your verdict in this case must be based
upon the evidence. You must not speculate, nor con-
jecture, nor guess as to the facts in this case. If
your finding as to the facts in this esse can be made
only upon a conjecture or speculation or guess, as to
what the facts are, then you must find the defendant
not guilty."

No. 9. "The plaintiff is required to prove all
the elements of her case by the greater weight of the
evidence, and if she has not so proved those elements,
or if the evidence is evenly balanced so that you are
unable to say on which side is the greater weight of
the evidence, or if the greater weight of the evidence
is in favor of the defendant, then in any such event the
plaintiff cannot recover from the defendant."

Defendant's instruction No. 9 is repetitious. The

proposition that plaintiff must recover, if at all, by a

preponderance of the evidence is restated twice in defendant's

instruction No. 5 and, to some extent, cumulatively, in his

instruction No. 6. Defendant's instruction No. 8 unnec-

essarily adds directory language, although it might other-

wise stand as a proper abstract instruction. This court

has had recent occasion to state that the request for and

the giving of an undue number of repetitious or unnecessary

directory instructions in a close case is regarded by the

courts with disapproval and, in many instances, as constitu-

ting reversible error. Stone y. Warehouse & Terminal Cartage

Company, 6 111. App. 2d 229, citing cases. This error in the

instant case is compounded by the failure of defendant's

instruction No. 9 to state and contain within itself all

of the material elements or issues of plaintiff's case.

This instruction, too, on this ground, has been criticized.

Molloyv. Chicago Rapid Transit Co. , 335 111. 16*+, 171-2,
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citing cases. It can only tend to mislead and confuse the

jury. No instruction in the instant case clearly and con-

cisely summarized the material elements or issues of plain-

tiff's case. See Slgna v. Alluri. 351 111. App. 11.

Defendant contends that a liberal application of

the harmless error doctrine to instructions should prevail

in the instant case, and cites Kavanaugh v. Washburn, 320

111. App. 250, and McClean v. Chicago G. W. Ry. Co.
T 3

111. App. 2d 235* The liberal rule enunciated in these

cases Is not in disagreement but in accord with this court's

statements in the Stone case, supra. This rule in a case

where the evidence strongly preponderated in favor of

defendant and where the question as to the propriety of

defendant's closing argument was not involved, might well

prevail, but that is not the nature of the instant case.

As to plaintiff's last contention that the closing

argument of defendant's counsel was improper, the pertinent

portions are as follows:

"He [i.e., Mr. Karlin] will talk about medical
expense, pain and suffering and everything else, in
an effort to get the jury to forget all about it and
go in the jury room end bring out a verdict. And
they started this all.

"First, there is Shavin and Hamilton, Mr. Nathan
Shavin and Sol Gayle and Leo Karlin; from the Cook
County Hospital to the Ravenswood Hospital and then
to St. Joseph's Hospital.

11* * *

"I told you at the outset, I was sorry. We hate
to see anybody injured, but it doesn't entitle people
to come in and run some sort of gauntlet, from one
hospital to another and from one thing to another ....
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ii* * * you see, this whole thing started out
because Mr. Shavin and Mr. Gayle and Mr. Karlin

"Mr. Karlin: Mr. Who?

"Mr. Wildman: Mr. Karlin.

"Mr. Karlin: I object to that. Mr. Karlin
wasn't there 5 Mr. Gayle wasn't there and Mr. Shavin
wasn't there. I tried to be polite, but he is not
discussing the facts.

"Mr. "wildmans I am going to discuss the facts.

"Mr. Karlin: I wish you would.

"The Court: The jury has heard the testimony.
He hasn't completed his statement yet. I have no
knowledge of what he is going to say about the
individuals mentioned.

"Mr. Wildman: That these lawyers suggested to
Mrs. O'Gallagher that this accident happened east of
the viaduct . . .a little underneath the viaduct . . .

."

We find no statements or accusations made by plain-

tiff 3 counsel in his opening argument that would incite

these remarks. We find no basis for them in the record.

Plaintiff, however, in his reply after these statements

by defendant's counsel, made remarks that were not proper.

This did not justify the initial making of the improper

argument by counsel for the defendant. The inferences

intended to be drawn from these statements, charges and

insinuations by defendant's counsel were no part of the case,

Plaintiff's lawyers were not on trial for alleged unethical

and unlawful conduct. These were serious charges. Even

if not so designed, their effect was such as to inflame and

incite prejudice in the minds of the jurors toward plaintiff

and her counsel. The remarks were clearly prejudicial.
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Rudolph v. City of Chicago, 2 111. App. 2d 370; Vu.jovlch

v. Chicago Transit Authority. 6 111. App. 2d 115; Miller

v. Chicago Transit Authority, 3 111. App. 2d 223. We are

aware of the rule stated in Walsh v. Chicago Railways Co.,

303 111. 33? j as to the latitude to be given attorneys in

the argument of a case. The court, however, limited such

rights to "reasonable comments." The comments in the

instant case were not reasonable. This point is discussed

in Vujovich vt Chicago... Transit Authority.,, supra

.

When we consider the closeness of the evidence, the

erroneous instructions, and add to this the prejudicial

closing argument of defendant's counsel, we cannot say that

plaintiff had a fair and just trial.

The judgment of the trial court is reversed and the

cause remanded for a new trial.

Judgment and order reversed and
cause remanded with directions.

McCormick, P. J., and Schwartz, J., concur.
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GEORGE W. KONCHAR,

Appellant,

v.

WILLIAM G. KNOX, LUCILLE DAILY
KNOX and K & K EXCAVATORS, INC.,
a corporation,

Appellees.

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT,

COOK COUNTY.

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE LEWE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

This Is an action to recover damages for alleged

conversion by defendants of shares owned by plaintiff in

the defendant K & K Excavators, Inc., a corporation.

Plaintiff appeals from an order dismissing the

action as to Lucille Dally Knox administratrix of the estate

of William G. Knox and entering judgment on her motion to

dismiss and abate the action.

The complaint alleges in substance that in

accordance with an agreement among the defendants to

fraudulently obtain a certificate owned by plaintiff evidenc-

ing his ownership of 225 shares in the defendant corporation

the defendant William G. Knox stated to the plaintiff that

the endorsement and delivery of the stock certificate to

Knox was necessary for the "benefit" of the corporation; that

defendant William G. Knox before the delivery of said certif-

icate promised plaintiff that he would return the stock

certificate to hifl; that defendants unlawfully converted the

shares to their own use; and that defendants canceled

plaintiff's stock certificate and in lieu thereof the corpor-

ation issued another certificate to the defendants William

G. Knox or Lucille D. Knox or their nominees. Plaintiff

claims damages in the sum of $60,000.
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After issues were joined and pursuant to notice

suggesting the death of the defendant William G. Knox, an

order was entered giving plaintiff leave to make Lucille

Dally Knox, administratrix of the estate of William G. Knox

deceased, an additional party defendant, and that summons

issue directed to Lucille Knox as administratrix of the

estate of William G. Knox, deceased. Lucille Daily Knox,

administratrix of the estate of the deceased, filed a general

appearance. Several months later Lucille D. Knox, adminis-

tratrix of the estate of the deceased, filed a petition and

motion to dismiss and abate the action.

The petition avers that William G. Knox died

intestate in the city of Chicago on November 20, 1953; "that

Lucille D. Knox was appointed administratrix of his estate

on January 13, 195^; that publication for claims was duly

made and that the claims date was fixed for March 1, 195^;

that no valid claim or suit was filed against the estate

of the deceased by plaintiff within the period of nine months

as required by statute; that there was no compliance by the

plaintiff with Section 192 and Section 204 of the Adminis-

tration of Estates Act, Chapter 3; and that the cause of

action against the defendants has abated under the terms of

the statute.

Defendant concedes that a cause of action for con-

version of the shares in controversy survives.

Plaintiff's main contention is that the order of

June 3» 195^ effectively made Lucille Daily Knox as adminis-

tratrix a party defendant. Defendant says that the record

does not show the proper suggestion of death for the reason
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that Section 5k of the Civil Practice Act contemplates filing

of some written statement of facts upon which issue may be

Joined if the facts are disputed. We think defendant's

position is untenable because the order of June 3rd recites

that Knox died and that Lucille Dally Knox is the adminis-

tratrix of the deceased's estate. So far as the record

shows no objection was made at the time this order was

entered. Moreover, the petition to dismiss shows on its

face that there are no disputed facts with respect to the

death of William G-. Knox or the appointment of the adminis-

tratrix on January 13» 195^. Where, as here, it is conceded

that the cause of action survives, the suggestion of death

Is a matter of form and may be made by either party.

( Stoetzell v. Fullerton, kk 111. 108.)

Objections are also made by defendant to the

process for
1

the reason that the name of the administratrix

did not appear on the face of the summons and that it was

not directed to her. These objections are without merit.

The object of process is to secure the appearance of the

parties and process is unnecessary if the party appears

voluntarily. (People v. Estep , 6 111. 2d 127.)

A general appearance will waive an objection that

there was an irregularity or defect with respect to process

or notice or that process was void, and it will also waive

defeats in the service of process or notice or in the

return thereof. See Illinois Law and Practice, Vol. 3*

Sec. 5» p. 308,
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The order of June 3, 195^ which made Lucille Daily

Knox administratrix of the estate of William G. Knox,

deceased, a party defendant was valid and by filing a general

appearance describing herself as administratrix she submitted

to the jurisdiction of the court in that capacity. All of

the facts out of which the liability arose existed when

William G. Knox died. At that time the cause was at issue

but the question of liability had not been determined. Under

these circumstances the Probate Court was without Jurisdiction

to entertain plaintiff's claim. (Howard v. Swift , 356 111.

80; Morse v. Pacific Ry . , 191 111. 356.)

Defendant having submitted to the jiarlsdiction of

the Superior Court as administratrix of the estate of William

G. Knox, deceased, there was sufficient exhibition of plain-

tiff's claim. See In re Estate of Colllgnon , 333 111- App.

562. In the view we take of this case it is not necessary

to consider the other points raised.

For the reasons given, the order here appealed from

is reversed and the cause is remanded for further proceedings,

REVERSED AND REMANDED.

FEINBERG AND KILEY, JJ. CONCUR.
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General No, 10873
Abstract

Agenda Ho. 16

IN THE

uLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

ICOSB DISTRICT

October Term, A. D. 195F9

^I.AT4S8A.

FRANCE BOTH

Plaintiff-Appellee,

vs.

CITY OF AURORA, a
Municipal Corporation,

Defendant-Appellant,

Appeal from the

Circuit Court of

Sane County

»

30VALDI, — J.

This is an action by plaintiff for recovery of personal

injuries sustained by reason of an accident occurring by a fall on

an alleged hole in the sidewalk on the easterly bridge crossing the

Fox River on Downer Place in the City of Aurora, Illinois, on

August 12, 1952, The complaint, in one count, charged the City

with negligence and carelessness in improperly suffering and per-

mitting the public sidewalk and street to become and remain in an

unsafe and dangerous condition. Upon a trial, the jury returned

a verdict of $3,000.00, for which judgment was entered against the

City.

Disregarding for the purpose of this opinion, appellant's

other alleged errors in the refusal of defendant's instructions,

in the giving of plaintiff's instructions, and in the admission of

Improper evidence for plaintiff, we come to the two ooints urged

by appellant that the record contains no proof that the appellee

1 -
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was in the exercise of ordinary care for her own safety, and the

record contains no proof that appellant was guilty of negligence.

It appears from the evidence that plaintiff, a woman 65

years old at the time she received her injuries, while walking over

the easterly bridge on the north side of the street caught her

Cuban heel in a hole on the sidewalk and fell; she described the

hole as being about 2 or 3 inches deep. However, in a statement

she made shortly after the accident she described the hole as

about an inch deep. H will not say it was more than an inch

because I do not wish to exaggerate." It was described as a

scabbing or deterioration from frost that occurs in an open area

such as a bridges

At the time of the accident plaintiff was carrying a dozen

ears of corn. The day was sunshiny, the sidewalk dry. She had

been wearing glasses for 20 years, and was wearing them at the

time of the accident. She had passed the spot where the accident

took place many times previously. She had resided at U5 Grove

Street for 40 years. Prior to 1952 she was employed at the Y. W. C. A.

and worked there for four years as an assistant cook. She had

not in particular noticed the hole. She testified "The hole was

about like a saucer. It was something like you would take a dish

and wash out sand. A hollow hole. I went this way from the

T. W, C. A. to my bus each day to and from work."

In a statement made by her after the accident to Mr. Murphy,

then city attorney, which was admitted in evidence with no objection,

she stated that she had stumbled over tiiis same hole the previous

Tuesday and she knew it was there at the time she fell; she was

coming along and thought she had about three minutes to make the

bus, and so, was not watching the sidewalk; she passed over this

spot two times a day and had done so for the past eight years.

She got up and went home herself. She skinned both knees and bruised

her left shoulder and claimed she had a bruised sciatic nerve in

- 2 -
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her left shoulder, 'he worked the next day.

In the very recent ca3e of ^wenson v City of Kockford, No.

1G&56, wherein the facts are very similar to the facts in the

instant case, this court had occasion to analyse the authorities

in sidewalk accident cases, and ixxiutxaxxiitssasxiyxifitKxistiniyJlitzti**

&zxs we held as a matter of law that plaintiff was not in the

exercise of due care and caution for her safety, and we reversed

judgment in her favor. No useful purpose would be served by

extending this ooinion and we adhere to the opinion in the flwenson

Judgment Reversed.

<^ r</^f C^^AyiA^
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DUSHAN C. DESHICK, )

Appellant, )

v. )

)

BEST KOSHER SAUSAGE CO. , as-
Illinois Corporation, )

Appellee. )

7I.A?
4
4 39

APPEAL FROM

SUPERIOR COURT

COOK COUNTY

MR. JUSTICE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

A trial in an action by Dushan C. Deshick

against the Best Kosher Sausage Company for damages

because of an injury sustained when he allegedly struck

his head on an ovefhead door on the defendant's premises

resulted in a verdict for $3000. Motions for Judgment

notwithstanding the verdict and in the alternative for a

new trial were sustained and Judgment was entered for

the defendant. Plaintiff appeals.

The plaintiff, a candymaker, had been doing

business with the defendant for about a year. On November

3, 19^9, pursuant to an order, he undertook to deliver 9

boxes of candy each weighing about 12 pounds, to the

defendant's place of business at 3527-29 West Roosevelt

Road, Chicago. He put the candy In his car and drove to

defendant's place of business. On arriving he decided

to make the delivery through the rear entrance. A plat of a

portion of the premises shows that entrance Is gained via

the rear from an areaway east of the premises through a

large sheet metal door which swings outward toward the

areaway. Passing through this door one enters a vestibule
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from which there Is an entranceway to the north Into the

bollerroom. To the west Is a pair of swinging doors which

open Into a smaller area and then an overhead rolling door

which opens Into a large room designated as the "butcher room. n

Proceeding west from the overhead door one comes to a sliding

door opening Into the sausage room. The plat also shows that '

there le a bank of windows across the south end of the butcher

room, that there are fluorescent lights over the boning tables

and certain oel^Llijf lights. In the northwest corner Is a

wall light 4 feet 6 Inches above the floor and to the east of

It another suspended light and there Is a celling light In the

vestibule. There Is a skylight In the area above the

butcher tables. The northerly part of this room Is used

as a passageway which Is separated from the working area

by an overheat rod extending In an easterly and westerly

direction 8 feet above the floor, on which Is hung a curtain

that may be drawn to protect the working area from drafts.

The celling Is at least 10 feet high, leaving a space of 2

feet or more between It and the top of the curtain.

Plaintiff testified that he took 3 boxes of the

candy from his car, opened the outside door, passed through

the vestibule, through the swinging doors and under the

overhead door, which he stated he saw and which was all the

way up, and Into the next room, where he placed his candy

next to the scales. He testified that on his way back he

came Into contact with the overhead door, which cut a gash

about an Inch and a quarter long In the mldportlon of his

head about three Inches from the hairline. He testified
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further that when he hit his head he fell to the floor;

that he did not see the door before he struck It; that he

had been walking at a normal pace; and that he did not

become unconscious. He stated that he hit his head on a

piece of angle Iron at the bottom of the overhead door.

Answering a question as to the lighting condition he said:

"Was no light." To the question, "Was It light or was it

dark?" he answered, "It Is pitch dark." To the question,

"Did you see this door before you struck It?" he answered,

"No." He wastaken to the office of a physician where the

wound was sutured and dressed. He then returned and com-

pleted the delivery of the candy. Plaintiff was alone when

Injured and was the only occurrence witness.

He maintains that the court erred In sustaining

the motion for Judgment notwithstanding the verdict. In

determining that question we are required to consider all of the

evidence In the record which, in the light most favorable

to the plaintiff, together with all favorable Inferences which

may be drawn therefrom, and with all controverted questions

of fact resolved In hie favor, tends to prove the essential

elements of his case. Geraghty v. Burr Oak Lanes, Inc .

,

5 111. 2d. 153; Vlecell v. Cummlngs, 322 111. App. 559.

Defendant asserts that the most that can be said for

plaintiff's evidence Is that he proved that he was

injured; that the proximate cause of his Injury is left

solely to speculation, and that? it is well settled that

proof by plaintiff that he was injured raises no presumption





of the exercise of due care on hie part or of negligence

on the part of defendant. There was competent evidence to .

support plaintiff's position that defendant was negligent In

not adequately lighting the premises, which negligence

was the proximate cause of hi6 Injury and also to sustain

hl6 contention that he was in the exercise of due care

for his safety. We conclude that the court erred in

allowing defendant's motion for Judgment notwithstanding

the verdict.

The plaintiff argues that the court erred In

sustaining the defendant's alternative motion for a new

trial. The granting of a new trial is largely discretionary

with the trial court,, Plaintiff does not point out wherein

the court abused its discretion. The court did not err In

granting a new trial. Therefore the Judgment of the Superior

Court of Cook County is reversed, the order granting the

new trial Is affirmed, and the cause is remanded with

directions to proceed in a manner not Inconsistent with

this opinion.

JUDGMENT REVERSED. ORDER AFFIRMED
AND CAUSE REMANDED WITH DIRECTJONS

FRIEND, P. J. , AND NIEMEYER, J. , Concur.
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1 BENIIET BOTSFORD YOUNG,
Petitioner-Appellee^

v.

THE LAKE DEARBORN CORPORATION.
etc.^ et al.,

Defendants.

^ KATHERINE W. BRADLEY, et al.,
Petitioners-Appellees,

v.

THE LAKE DEARBORN CORPORATION,
etc. j et al.

,

Defendants.

3 &n Appeal of
EVELYN PRATT ELLITHORPE

7I.A. 4 4

APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY

V
Defendant-Appellant

MR. JUSTICE BURKE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

<- Two petitions under the Burnt Record Act were

filed in the Circuj t Court of Cook County to establish

and confirm title to real estate. A decree was entered in each

case which established and confirmed title to the real estate

in the petitioners. Evelyn Pratt Ellithorpe is the only

defendant who took an adversary position. The claim made by

her was for a lien and an accounting. The decrees provided

that neither the proceedings nor the decrees should affect

any lien or liens or claim for a lien or an accounting

to which the real estate might be subject. She appealed

to the Supreme Court, where the cases were consolidated.

The Supreme Court found that the cases were wrongfully

appealed to that court and transferred the consolidated
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appeal to us. We shall not discuss the constitutional

questions urged as points 1, 2 and 5 of her brief.

Appellant says that the decrees are void for want

of adequate evidence and for reliance upon Judicial notice

of events for which no foundation was laid. It was proper

to take Judicial notice of the Chicago Fire. On the 8th

and 9th days of October, 1871, the public records of Cook

County, including all of the records in the Office of the

Recorder of Deeds and all the records of the courts in

Cook County were totally destroyed by that conflagration.

The Chicago Fire is a matter of common knowledge. It is

a landmark in the history of the city. The courts will

take Judicial notice of that fire and of its destructiveness.

An examination of the record shows that

petitioners followed the procedure outlined in the Burnt

Record Act. Appellant's only claim with respect to the

real estate described in the petitions is that she had a

lien against it. Under the provisions of the statute

under which the proceedings were filed the court had

no Jurisdiction to determine questions with respect to

liens. Appellant failed and refused to file any pleading

making any other claim to the real estate. She filed no

pleading which denied the facts alleged in the petitions.

A decree entered in a Burnt Record proceeding to establish

and confirm title is binding upon persons properly made

defendants.
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The chancellor was right in entering the decrees

and they are affirmed.

DECREES AFFIRMED.

FRIEND, P. J., and NIEMEYER, J., CONCUR.
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DOLORES ROBERTS ARTERY,

Appellee,

v.

GILBERT ARTERY,

Appellant.

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE FRIEND DELIVERED THE OPINION OF
THE COURT.

Plaintiff filed her complaint for divorce, alleging

two separate acts of cruelty. The cause was commenced

before the chancellor as a default matter, but after

plaintiff had Introduced her evidence, defendant decided

to Interpose a defense. After a full hearing, the chancellor

entered a decree of divorce In favor of plaintiff and

awarded her S300.00 as attorney's fees.

Ab one of the grounds for reversal, It Is urged

by defendant that plaintiff failed to prove extreme and

repeated cruelty, as charged In the complaint. The parties

were married on October 24, 1953 and separated January 6,

1954; no children were born of the marriage. In addition

to the testimony of plaintiff and defendant, three additional

witnesses testified on behalf of plaintiff. There Is

evidence that on December 19 t 1953 , during a birthday

party for defendant given at the couple's apartment, he

struck plaintiff In the eye, without cause or provocation,

causing her pain and suffering. Following this Incident

plaintiff's crying attracted the attention of some of the

guests, who pushed defendant aside. He told them to leave

him alone, and asserted that he had every right to strike his wife
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ln kis own. hom«>
. Plaintiff's three witnesses were guests

at the party, and testified to this act of cruelty. None

of them witnessed the incident, but they heard a commotion

in the bedroom, saw plaintiff crying immediately thereafter,

and noticed red marks on her face.

Plaintiff testified further that on January 6,

1954 defendant struck her on the cheek and scratched her

arm, causing her pain and suffering, and that she then left

him and lived separate and apart thereafter. She states

that she became sick as a result of the second act of

cruelty, and did not go to work for several days. Her

three witnesses testified that they saw plaintiff on the

day of this second Incident and observed the condition of

her face, which was red and discolored, and also the

condition of her arm, which was scratched and bruised.

Counsel for the defense cross-examined plaintiff and her

corroborating witnesses, and there was redirect examination.

Upon the record, we think the chancellor was Justified in

finding that these two acts of cruelty warranted a decree

for divorce.

As further ground for reversal, it Is urged

that the allowance for attorney's fees was Improper. There

was no request In the complaint for fees, no proof as to

the financial circumstances of the parties indicating that

plaintiff was unable to pay fees to her solicitors, and no

general prayer for relief; in her complaint plaintiff prayed

only that she be granted a divorce and permitted to resume

her maiden name.
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Plaintlff takes the position that because

defendant's lawyer decided at the last minute to Interpose

a defense, thereby necessitating a full hearing, the award

of attorney 1 s fees was proper, but her counsel cite no

cases which would Justify such an award where the complaint

is silent on that specific issue and contains no prayer

for the allowance of fees or for general equitable relief.

We feel that, under the circumstances, the award of attorney's

fees to plaintiff was improper.

Accordingly, that portion of the decree granting

a divorce to plaintiff is afflrrr.ed, while that portion

awarding attorney's fees to plaintiff is reversed.

DECREE AFFIRMED IN PART AND
REVERSED IN PART.

BURKE AND NIEMEYER, JJ. t CONCUR.
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IDA M. MAZUR and SARAH M. COHEN,

Appellees,

v.

CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY, &^
Municipal Corporation,

Appellant.

/

APPEAL FROM

CIRCUIT COURT

COOK COUNTY.

MR. JUSTICE NIEMEYER DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Defendant appeals from separate Judgments in favor

of plaintiffs in their action for damages for personal

injuries alleged to have been sustained in a collision

between two elevated trains of defendant. Plaintiffs were

passengers in the last car of a standing train, run into

by the train following. The only issue in the case was the

extent of the injuries sustained by the respective plain-

tiffs as a result of the collision. The Jury returned

verdicts awarding Mrs. Mazur 014,000 and Mrs. Cohen $22,000.

Judgments for these amounts were entered*

Defendant offered no evidence. It contends that

the damages awarded were excessive, that improper and pre-

judicial evidence was received on behalf of plaintiffs

and that plaintiffs 1 counsel was guilty of improper conduct

tending to prejudice the Jury against defendant.

Where the Issues are restricted to the single

question of damages, evidence of the occurrence is competent

and material only so far as it is relevant and material to

the damages claimed, Olson v. Chicago Transit Authority ,

346 111. App. 47, 62.
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Plalntlff Mazur testified fully as to the facts

of the collision, Including the violence of the Impact

and events affecting herself and plaintiff Cohen occurring

Immediately thereafter. Six witnesses who were passengers

on the train, apparently In other cars, testified to facts

of the occurrence In no way connected with plaintiffs.

Four photographs showing the condition of the cars In

the train after the collision were received in evidence.

Only one of the photographs showed the condition and

position of the car In which plaintiffs were riding. The

other photographs were of other cars and other passengers

with pained and frightened expressions, and of policemen

and firemen called to the scene. These photographs are

In the same category with the photographs referred to

in the opinion in Vujovlch v. Chicago Transit Authority , 6

111. App. 2d 115, decided by the Third Division of this

court while the instant case was pending on appeal. The

Judgment in that case was reversed because of the improper

amission of certain of the photographs, the admission

of testimony of other passengers similar to the testimony

of the witnesses Culllnan and Mllgram in this case, and the

conduct of counsel. Defendant asserts In the reply brief

that one of the photographs in the Vujovlch case is

identical with one of the exhibits before us. This statement,

based on an erroneous conception of the rule of Judicial

notice, must be disregarded. Neither the trial courts nor

the reviewing courts take Judicial notice of the records or
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evldence In other cases In the court. 20 Am. Jur. , Evidence*

sec. 87. We do take notice of the published opinions

of the reviewing courts. In the Instant case only the

photograph showing the condition and position of the car

In which plaintiffs were riding was material and competent.

Because of the error In admitting the remaining three

photographs and the testimony of the six occurrence

witnesses other than plaintiffs, the case must be reversed

for a new trial.

We will not consider or even mention all of the

many errors complained of by defendant. In many cases

the error Is so obvious we do not believe that It will

be repeated on a new trial. Thus plaintiff was permitted

to prove that Mrs. Cohen, who was visiting her niece Mrs.

Mazur when the accident happened, obtained a travel policy

on her life when returning to her home In St. Louis after

the accident. When an objection was made to a question

put to Mrs. Cohen, her counsel said: "I don't care, Judge;

It Isn't so Important. I Just wanted to show her financial

status; that's all." Surely the experienced counsel knew

that plaintiff's financial status had no bearing on the

injurleo sustained by her.

Speculative evidence as to the nature and extent

of the injuries of plaintiffs was admitted over objection.

The claim was made that Mrs. Cohen suffered from a skull

fracture. The attending physician did not have the

benefit of X-rays. A medical expert who examined Mrs.

Cohen shortly before the trial was permitted to testify
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over objection that certain lines on X-rays taken for-1

him might be designated by some as a lino of skull

fracture, but that he would not so designate them. This

testimony was followed by questiono based on the assumption

that the lines on the X-rays Indicated a skull fracture.

Proof of the skull fracture from the X-rays was purely

speculative. Neither the X-rays nor the testimony should

have been admitted. As the case must be tried again, we

do not discuss the alleged excesslveness of the verdicts

or the extent of the injuries sustained $y plaintiffs.

The Judgments are reversed and the cause

remanded for a new trial.

REVERSED AND REMANDED.

FRIEND, P. J., AND BURKE, J., CONCUR.
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THE CRAFTSMEN FINANCE COMPANY, ) APPEAL FROM THE
a corporation, )

Appellant, ) MUNICIPAL COURT

v. )

) OF CHICAGO.
LANDFIELD FINANCE COMPANY, a )

corporation, ) J

Appellee. I f" TT.A. 541

MR. PRESIDING JUSTICE LEWE DELIVERED THE OPINION OF THE COURT.

Plaintiff appeals from & Judgment entered on a

finding of the court in favor of the defendant in an action

to recover plaintiff* a proportionate share of money advanced

and the profits resulting from an alleged loan made by the

parties to one Cooksey. Plaintiff 1 s motions for a new trial

and in arrest of Judgment were overruled.

Plaintiff, an Ohio corporation, maintained offices

In Cleveland and Chicago. Oscar Stelner had charge of the

Cleveland office and Joseph Wertheimer had charge of the

Chicago office. March 28, 1950, Joseph M. Cooksey, doing

business as Shoreline Press, executed a note for $86,250

secured by chattel mortgage payable to defendant. Defendant,

who had possession of the note and chattel mortgage, oollected

the payments and accrued interest as they matured. October

la 1950, Cooksey paid the note in full to defendant.

Aocordlng to the statement of claim plaintiff and

defendant entered into a parol agreement In February 1950

to advance two-thirds and one-third respectively of the sum

lent to Cooksey and defendant has failed to account to plain-

tiff for its portion due under the parol agreement, amounting

to $11,363.35 and interest.
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In Its answer defendant averred that it entered Into

an agreement with Steiner and Wertheimer to make the Cooksey

loan; that there remains unpaid and due to Steiner the sum of

$11,114.17 hut that defendant has a oounterclalm against

Steiner in an amount in excess of the distributive share due

him. It is admitted that defendant has aocounted to Wertheimer

for his full distributive share of the proceeds of the Cooksey

loan.

Defendant's theory is that , Wertheimer in entering

into the agreement to make the Cooksey loan did not act as

plaintiff corporation's agent but acted for himself and Steiner

who was the principal in this transaction.

The basic issue presented is whether the distributive

share of the proceeds of the Cooksey loan held by defendant

is due to the plaintiff corporation or to Steiner.

There is evidence that during the period from

January 1, to June 30, 1950, Theresa Wertheimer, wife of

Joseph Wertheimer, held 130 shares of the plaintiff corpora-

tion; Steiner, Wertheimer, and Louis Kohn each owned one share.

The Cleveland Trust Company, as cotrustee with the Stelners,

held 134 shares. The beneficiaries of this trust were the

three Steiner children. The treasurer of the plaintiff cor-

poration, Louis Kohn, was also treasurer of Turner Printing

Machinery, Inc. In the latter capacity Kohn was employed by

Joseph Wertheimer. The shares of Turner Printing Machinery,

Inc. were held by substantially the same persons and in the

same number as those of the plaintiff corporation. Kohn had

his private office on the premises of the Turner company and the

ledger sheets of both companies "run together." The transactions
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of the plaintiff corporation were indicated on the books of

Turner Printing Machinery, Inc. by two stars. There was no

"real distinction" between Turner and the plaintiff corporation.

M. S. Landfieldi president of the defendant company,

was acquainted with Stelner and Wertheimer many years before

the transaction with Cooksey took place. Over a period of

years Stelner and Wertheimer either Individually or their

redpeotlve family groups, M. S. Landfield, and the defendant

company participated in about 50 or 60 business transactions.

Twelve of these transactions in which Landfield, Wertheimer

and Stelner took part appear in the record. They relate to

the purchase of real estate and printing companies, the

exploitation of a patent and a loan to a printing company.

In six of these transactions Stelner had a one-third interest

and in four he had a one-fourth Interest. In none of these

transactions was either plaintiff or defendant Involved, and

in some instances the corporate entity was used as a con-

tracting party. However, Stelner, "Wertheimer and Landfield

were the real parties in Interest in every transaction.

With respect to the Cooksey loan Stelner had no con-

versation or negotiations prior to the making of that loan

with any of the officers or employees of the defendant company.

Some time prior to the confirmation of the loan to Cooksey,

Stelner had a conversation about it with Wertheimer. Kohn

testified that the Cooksey loan was set up on the books of

the plaintiff corporation, "on the agreement and recommendation

or orders or directions of Mr. Wertheimer in all probability.

A lot of it was done over the telephone and a lot of it was

done through correspondence." March 28, 1950, Wertheimer
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instructed the accountant of the defendant, one Kenoet, to

set up the Cooksey transaction, "one-third to Landfleld,

one-third to Stelner, and one-third to Wertheimer." "This

deal is going to be split three ways." Defendant's ledger

sheet, which was received in evidence, shows the equal

division between Stelner, Wertheimer, and the defendant, in-

cluding the date and amount of payments made by Cooksey and

the balance remaining from time to time. It also shows the

final credit balance of zero. As the defendant received

payments on the Cooksey account checks for the proportionate

shares of Stelner and Wertheimer were made out and sent to

each of them individually by the defendant.

July 19» 1950 a letter signed by Louis Kohn,

assistant treasurer of Turner Printing Machinery, Inc., on

the letterhead of that company, addressed to Kenost, as

auditor of the defendant company, reads: "Last month I

requested that you mall the Cooksey check to Craft smen

Finance Company which was originally intended to go to

Mr. Stelner 1 s account. For some reason you have not done so.

If your bookkeeping or record keeping is such that you cannot

do it, please arrange to send both Mr. Wertheimer 1 s check

and Mr. Stelner 1 s check directly to me. I would preferi

however, to have checks made out in the name of Craftsmen

Flnanoe Company. If this cannot be done, arrange to send

both checks on to rae# personally."

October 1, 1950 Cooksey repaid the loan to defendant

with Interest. At that time defendant claimed a balance due

from Stelner individually amounting to $2,?46.37, after
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allowing Steiner $11,114,17 as his proportionate share of

the profit on the Cooksey transaction. Plaintiff admits

that from its inception all of the negotiations relative to

the Cooksey loan were carried on by Wertheimer and Landfleld

without any participation on the part of Steiner.

Plaintiff contends that the judgment is founded on

incompetent testimony. Landfleld testified, over plaintiffs

objection, that about March 28, 1950 Wertheimer told Kenost,

Landfleld 1 s auditor, "to set up the books" with reference to

the Cooksey transaction "as an individual deal for Landfleld,

Steiner, and Wertheimer, one-third each." Kenost was likewise

permitted to testify concerning the same conversation. Plain-

tiff argues that this testimony was objectionable because it

appears that Wertheimer was not aoting for plaintiff at the

time the alleged statements were made, nor was he acting

within the scope of his authority. In Price Co . v. Ruggles

& Rademaker Salt Co ., 283 111. App. 447, the defendant con-

tended that it entered into a contract directly with a third

party, whereas plaintiff claimed that it had negotiated the

contract as agent for the defendant. There the defendant-

principal sought to Introduce evidence of its own negotiations

with a third party outside the presence of its purported

agent, and the alleged agent offered evidence of conversations

with the third party outside the presence of the defendant

principal. The court concluded that both types of evidence

were admissible. Under the authority last cited we think

the evidence of Landfleld and Kenost was competent.
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Plaintlff also insists that the trial court erred

In permitting Landfield to testify to a series of business

ventures in which he, Werthelmer, and Stelner were personally-

involved, on the ground that evidence of transactions other

than the one involved is inadmissible. Under similar cir-

cumstances this precise question was determined adversely

to plaintiff's contention. In Price Co . v. Ruggles &

Rademaker Salt Co ., 283 111- App. 44-7, where the defendant

sought to show that under prior dealings between the parties

of a similar character to the transactions there involved

defendant had paid plaintiff commissions as it had done under

the two contracts in question. The court held that this

evidence was erroneously excluded. In Flrlotte v. Jessee ,

172 Pao. 2d 710, the court said at page 712, quoting Wlgmore

on Evidence: "While ordinarily evidence that a certain

contract was made with A. is not admissible to show that a

similar contract was made with B. it has repeatedly been held

that such evidence may, in the discretion of the court, be

allowed where the circumstances indicate a strong probability

that the course followed in one instance would be followed

in others."

And In Sample v. Romlne , 8 So. 2d 257, a suit to

establish a one-third interest in oil leases and minerals,

on the theory that, although title to the leases was taken

in the name of the defendant and a deceased, evidence regard-

ing similar transactions between the plaintiff and the

deceased and the plaintiff and defendant ranging over a long

period was competent for the purpose of showing a general
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plan used by the parties in procuring and handling oil and

gas leases. To the same effect see Maloney Tank Mfg. Co . v.

Mld-*Contlnent Petroleum Corp . , 49 F. 2d 146 and Page, v.

Hancock , 200 S. W. 2d 421.

The record shows that plaintiff Introduced its

"notes receivable account" relating to the Cooksey transaction,

as plaintiff 1 s Exhibit A. This exhibit shows that on

September 29, 1950 after the Cooksey loan was paid and a

distribution made to Wertheimer there was still due Craftsmen

from defendant the sum of $11,622.45. Exhibit A shows certain

entries made after September 29, 1950. On cross-examination

by the defendant, Kohn testified that these entries were made

by his assistant at his direction} that he, Kohn, received

his instructions from one Black, a certified accountant

employed by plaintiff; and that Black acted on Information

supplied by Stelner. Stelner testified that the entries were

made at his direction to Black and that he, Stelner, knew

what the entries were. Defendants counsel objected to

Stelner* s testimony on the ground that Stelner was attempting

to testify to the meanings of the entries of the books of

the plaintiff without their production in court. When the

trial court sustained defendant's objection, plaintiff made

an offer of proof which was substantially as follows. After

Steiner purchased the Interest of Wertheimer in the plaintiff

corporation in August 1952 the question of the claim of the

plaintiff corporation against the defendant arose. At one

time a settlement had been arrived at between Landfield and

Steiner. Stelner had offered to settle all of the obligations
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that were being asserted against him by Landfiel&i and

Steiner was settling all of the counterclaims he was assert-

ing against the "Landfield Group." They arrived at a figure

of approximately $4-500 which Steiner offered to Landfield

as a final settlement and waiver of any claims he was assert—

ing and Landfield would waive all claims he was asserting

against Steiner, so that "there would be a complete washout

of their differences."

Wertheimer suggested to Steiner that he place

$6,000 in escrow with a firm of auditors who would audit the

accounts. In the event the figures of the auditors disclosed

more than $4-, 500 due from Landfield, Steiner would pay the

difference and if it was less than $4-, 500 Wertheimer would

pay it.

The purpose of the offer was to explain entries of

$6,000 and $5,622.4-5 appearing in plaintiff's Exhibit A. We

think the proffered testimony was inadmissible, for the

reason that plaintiff's books of original entry were not

produced. In Inter-State, etc. Corp . v. Jewelry Oo . , 280

111. 116, at page 119, "the court said: "The material contents

of an existing book of original entry which Is obtainable

cannot be proven by parol testimony, as the book Itself is

the best evldencee Account books, if in existence, are the

best evidence of their contents, and a witness may not state

the condition of such accounts from memory while such books

are accessible."
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The record shows that after both sides rested plain-

tiff requested that the trial court continue the case to give

plaintiff an opportunity to call Wertheimer for rebuttal

purposes. Plaintiff argues that the refusal to grant a

continuance to rebut the testimony of Landfleld and Kenost

constitutes an abuse of discretion.

The record shows that Wertheimer was present during

the time the trial was in progress. Neither party attempted

to call him as a witness. The law seems well settled that

the question whether or not a Judge should reopen a case

after it has been once closed Is a matter within the discre-

tion of the court. See Schleicher v. General Accident ,

Fire and Life Ins. Co ., 2*K) 111. App. 2^7. Under the cir-

cumstances shown in this record we do not think that the

trial court abused its discretion.

Finally, plaintiff maintains there is no competent

evidence to support the Judgment. The evidence shows that

the Cooksey transaction was contracted by Wertheimer. Before

its completion Stelner had conversed with Wertheimer in

regard to the loan. Kohn, who was in charge of plaintiff's

books and records, did not know whether he actually had any-

thing to do with the Cooksey transaction. All of the in-

formation regarding th£ transaction had been received from

Chicago and Kohn assumed it came from Wertheimer. A letter

dated June 13, 195^» defendant's Exhibit 19, from plaintiff,

signed by Kohn, addressed to one Glasser, states: "I have

written to Mr. Robert Kenost that on the Cooksey deal the

one-third on collections due Mr. Joseph Wertheimer and
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one-third of the collections due Mr. Oscar Stelner should

be mailed directly to Cleveland payable to the Craftsmen

Finance Company . . . ." It seems to us that the foregoing

letter, which admits that one-third each, was due to

Wertheimer and Steiner; the issuance of cheoks by defendant

in the Cooksey transaction payable to Steiner and Wertheimer

individually; lack of knowledge of the Cooksey transaction

on the part of Kohn, treasurer of the plaintiff; and the

exhibits, all strongly tend to prove that the plaintiff cor-

poration was merely used as an instrumentality for the

performance of the transaction here in controversy, and that

Steiner, Wertheimer, and Landfield were the real parties in

Interest.

In our view the cause was fairly tried and the

evidence is ample to support the judgment.

For the reasons given, the judgment is affirmed.

JUDGMENT AFFIRMED.

KILEY AND FEIN3ERG, JJ. CONCUR.
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STATE OF ILLINOIS

APPELLATE COURT

FOURTH DISTRICT

October Term, A. D. 19 5 5

Term No. 5503

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF
ILLINOIS,

Plaintiff-Appellee,

vs.

TILDEN DECK,

Defendant-Appellant.

Agenda No. 2

|
7I.A^5 4 2

On appeal from
the Circuit Court
of Jasper County,

Illinois.

CULBERTSON, J

Defendant -Appellant , TILDEN DECK (here-

inafter called defendant), prosecutes an appeal to

this Court under Se ction 798 of Chapter 38, 1953

ILLINOIS REVISED STATUTES
,
seeking reversal of

an order of the Circuit Court of Jasper County by

v/hich his probation was revoked and said defendant

sentenced to the penitentiary for a term of not less

than two years or more than five years.

The record in this case discloses that the

defendant plead guilty to an indictment charging him

with larceny and applied for and received probation

1.





55 08 (2)

at the October, 195 1 Term of the Circuit Court

of Jasper County, and that the period of said

probation was fixed at three years. Less than

three months before the termination of said period

of probation a petition was filed charging the viola-

tion of said probation by the defendant herein, and

the following violations were charged; (1) that he

had been convicted of reckless driving within the

probation period; (2) that in May, 195 4 defendant

had made an assault with a deadly weapon upon

another person, in Cumberland County, Illinois, by

shooting at that person with a revolver, twice hitting

the automobile in which the latter was then riding,

and that thereafter, he unlawfully pushed the auto-

mobile into a creek; (3) that in June, 1954, in

Cumberland County, Illinois, deferdant had issued a

fraudulent check; and (4) that on or about July 17,

1954 defendant had assaulted his wife by slapping

her in or about a church in the presence of the

congregation.

When the matter of this defendant's revo-

cation of probation came on before the Court for a

hearing, the defendant being present with Counsel,

the evidence discloses that uncontro verted evidence

was introduced to prove the charge that defendant hao

been found guilty of reckless driving and fined $ 5 . C
;

2.





UI308 (3)

in the County Cou;?t of Cunberland County, w h ?.
'. e

on probaiionj and also, tha'; the defendant, during

the period of his probation, on an evening in the

summer of 1954, at about 10:00 or 11:00 p.m.,

when defendant's wife came home in a car with one

Jim Wade, that the defendant shouted to Vade to

stop and that when .¥ a d e failed to do so, defendant

fired four shots at the car with a 22-caliber pistol.

Some of the shots hit the car which Wade was driving.

The defendant got in his car and pursued Wade and

succeeded in blocking the way when the two cars met,

arid after some scuffling, Wade got out of his car and

ran away, and defendant then proceeded to push Wade's

car into a shallow ditch at the side of the road and

drove away. There was evidence offered concerning

the giving by defendant of a $5.00 check while he

was on probation and which was returned marked

"insufficient funds." A warrant was issued for defend-

ant in connection with the giving of this check and

the matter was subsequently settled. There was also

introduced some evidence concerning an altercation

between defendant and his wife, but this evidence

seems, from an analysis of it, to be of little conse-

quence. In this state of the record the Trial Court

was called upon to give consideration to whether or

not that quantum of evidence had been presented to

warrant tha -evocation of this defendant's probation.

3.
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Revocation of probation, when granted, is

within the discretion of the Trial Court, and the

Appellate Court is warranted in disturbing judgment

thereon only when it appears the Trial Court acted

arbitrarily or abused his discretion (1953 ILLINOIS

REVISED STATUTES ,
Chapter 3 8, Section 7 89;

PEOPLE vs . ADAMS
,
406 111., 232; PEOPLE vs.

B EARD , 349 111. App. 465).

It is suggested on this appeal that as the

period of probation was so soon to expire that it

should not have been revoked. V e are not disposed

to adopt this reasoning as the matter of the obser-

vance of the terms of defendant's probation should

have been a matter of concern to defendant himself

and he should have obeyed the terms of his probation

if he desired its provisions to be available to him at

all times.

A careful consideration of the evidence

presented in connection with this matter persuades

us and we so hold that the Trial Judge was fully

warranted, under the evidence, to revoke the

defendant's probation, and in so doing he did not

act arbitrarily in any way, nor did he abuse his

discretion.

4.





For the reasons herein set forth the judg-

ment of the Circuit Court of Jasper County is hereby

affirmed.

Affirmed.

Bardens, P. J. and Scheineman, J. concur.

Publish Abstract only.

[FOIL HE)
NOV 1-1955

CLERK OF THE APPELLATE COURT
FOURTH DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
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General No. 10675

IN THE

APPELLATE COURT OF ILLINOIS

Agenda No. 17

SECOND DISTRICT
7 JAT^ 43

October Term, A.D. 1955

KLEMP METAL GRATING CORPORATION,

Plaintiff-Appellee

vs.

EDWIN PRATT'S SONS, CO.,
a Corporation,

T

)

Defendant-Appellant. )~~~-_ I

Appeal from the

Circuit Court of

Kankakee County.

DOVE, P. J.

Blauner Construction Company of Chicago was a general

contractor In connection with the construction of a new cell

block at Sheridan Reformatory. Edwin Pratt's Sons Company was

a subcontractor for certain steel and metal work including

gratings. In reply to a letter of April 17, 1952, written by

defendant to the plaintiff, Klemp Metal Grating Company, asking

a quotation on oertain passage iron gratings required by it

under Its subcontract, the plaintiff, on April 18th, wrote the

defendant j

"Gentlemen:

Subject: Unit C-8, Inmate Housing
Illinois State Reformatory
Senate 3111 Wo. 771
State File No. 37 1/2
Our Quotation No. £2-3113
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Thank you for the opportunity to submit our

bid on the open steel flooring for the above

mentioned job. We quote the following.

525 sq. ft. Klamp Type KWA 3 welded grating

with 1 VV x 3/l6 M bearing bars spaced 1 3/l6"

center to center and 1" clear* opening and 5/lk"

cross-bars power forged Into bearing bars on

k" centers at $1*90 per sq. ft. Milking a total

price of 1997.50 painted one shop coat standard

black. Shipment 6 to 8 weeks after receipt of

order or our approved drawings. Terms 1% 10

days, net, if credit approved, F.O.B. Chicago

with full freight allowed to Sheridan , Illinois,

Prices include standard fasteners and erection

drawings by our Engineering Department, if

necessary. Weight 5»0?2 pounds."

After some negotiation between the parties hereto, the plain-

tiff, on August 11, 1952, wrote- the defendant:

"Oentlemen i

Subject; Our quotation Wo. 52-3113.

Please revise the sq. ft. price on this quotation

from #1,90 per sq, ft. to #1.50 per sq. ft. This also

would make the total price
; 787. 50 instead of #997.50,

otherwise our quotation remains as quoted,"

On August 21, 1952, defendant mailed, and on August

22, 1952, plaintiff received, a purchase order numbered lllj65

executed by defendant, directed to the plaintiff, in which

under the column desiv;aStted "specifications" was typed:

2 -
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"All necessary grating as recpalred for Inmate

Housing C-8, Illinois State Reformatory, Sheridan,

Illinois, as per quotation £2-3113* dated August 11,

1952. All work subject to the approval of the archi-

tects. Ship, prepaid to: Blauner Construction Co, 5

Gen, Contractors, c/o Illinois State Reformatory,

Sheridan, Illinois, Bill us,"

On September 3* 1952, the plaintiff executed a written

acknowledgment of this order referring to It as Customer's Order

IIJ4.65, dated 8/21/52, showing the sale to the defendant, ship-

ment to be made by truck to Blauner Construction Company, and

describing the subject of the contract as "all necessary grat-

ing as required for Inmate Houston (Housing) C-8, Illinois

State Reformatory, Sheridan, Illinois as per quotation #52,3113

dated August 11, 1952, All work subject to approval of the

architects, No te . In regard to the above order we note you

have not attached the necessary drawings for fabrication of

gratings. Since our quantities were received by a takeoff at

another office it will be necessary for you to furnish us with

the drawings required for detailing or whatever is necessary to

fabricate properly,"

On November I4., 1952, the plaintiff wrote defendant

calling attention to and quoting from what appeared (after the

word "note") upon the acknowledgment of September 3, 1952, and

said: "We are still waiting to hear from you regarding this

note, W© should appreciate hearing from you Immediately because

we must hold up this order until we M*mt.\the definite informa-

tion with which to fabricate this order." Two days later defend-

ant replied as follows: "Enclosed with this letter is a print

- 3 -
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of the grating required for our Order No. 11^65 as per your

request. We are sorry that we omitted to send a second set

of prints to you which held up this order. When these gratings

are completed ship them directly to the Job si to."

After receiving the prints or shop drawings enclosed

In defendant's letter to the plaintiff of November 6, 19f>2,

the plaintiff fabricated 81, places of grating which were to be

used for passageways between cells and shipped as directed.

The architect rejected the grating so manufactured and delivered,

and on October 8, 1953* the Instant complaint was filed to

recover the contract price for l^fj square feet of grating at

vl,50 per square feet or a total of |727»50. The answer of

the defendant denied that the contract was made as alleged and

averred that the grating was not constructed according to the

contract or with the shop drawings and was rejected by the

architect. Plaintiff replied denying that the grating was not

constructed according to the contract or shop drawings and

denying that the gratings were rejected by the architect but

avers that if they were rejected it was because defendant erred

in submitting to the plaintiff incorrect shop drawings. To

this reply defendant filed a responsive pleading denying tfcat

the architect's rejection was the result of any error of the

defendant in submitting to the plaintiff incorrect shop draw-

ings. The issues thus made were submitted to a Jury resulting

in a verdict and judgment in favor of the plaintiff for #727. £0,

and defendant appeals*

The record discloses that the iron gratings, which are

the subject of this contract, were to be used in a passageway

between cells at the Illinois State Reformatory at Sheridan,

- k -
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the passageway being four feet wide, one Toot on each side of

the two-foot wide iron gratings. Each grating was to rest on

supporting beams, as shown on the shop drawing, and consisted

Of load carrying bars into which, by machine, are forged

cross-bars, the function of which is to retain the carrying

bars in position.

The print or shop drawing sent plaintiff by defendant

in its letter of November 6, 1952, was properly identified and

offered and admitted in evidence. On behalf of the plaintiff,

Francis Paluck testified that he was the chief draftsman for the

plaintiff and that it was his business to process orders which

came to the plaintiff and that he did so in this case; that the

gratings involved in this proceeding were of good quality,

properly fabricated according to the specifications submitted

by defendant, and that the bearing bars were fabricated in

two-foot lengths making a total of 8L. pieces which was standard

procedure, and that the symbols appearing on the specifications

and plan submitted by defendant to plaintiff did not refer to

39u£%qpx£s the number of pieces but to areas.

Louis Blauner, called by the plaintiff, testified

that he was president of the general contractor, Blauner Con-

struction Company} that defendant had access to the architect's

plans and specifications, and that defendant prepared the draw-

ing showing details which was approved by the architect and

submitted by defendant to plaintiff in connection with the con-

tract involved in this proceeding. This witness further testified

that gratings made according to the drawing would not be acceptable

*$.
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aa the carrier bars should run the opposite way; that after

the delivery by plaintiff of the gratings and their rejection

by defendant, his company, as the general contractor, ordered

other gratings from the plaintiff directing it to reverse the

direction of the bars and allow a little more clearance. This

witness further testified that In steel fabrication, including

metal gratings, minor tolerances up to 3/4 inch are permissible.

On behalf of the defendant, D. E. Pratt testified

that, he was secretary of the defendant company! that the draw-

ing submitted by defender. t to the plaintiff was approved by the

contractor and the architect? that certain symbols appearing

thereon indicated the number of pieces of grating required, that

the total was 43 and plaintiff shipped 84 and of this number $7

varied in measurements from 1/4 to l/2 inch, and that he knew

of no custom that the number of pieces was not important.

It is conceded that through an error In the archi-

tect's detailed drawing, perpetuated in the approved shop draw-

ings, the carrying bars In each grating were shown as running

parallel to instead of at right angles to the supporting beams.

In other words, the architect had the sketch detailed wrong.

His plans showed the load carrying bars running parallel to the

supports, while they should have run in the reverse direction

from that Indicated.

Counsel for appellant state that appellee having under-

taken to fulfill a particular portion of a building contract, its

responsibility was to do so; that the shop drawings were no part

of the contract, and plaintiff could have used any drawings it

desired or none at allj that If it did use the architect's draw-

ings it was guilty of gross negligence in not discovering

- 6 -
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the error therein; that defendant made no representation that

the architect's detailed drawing of the grating was correct or

assumed responsibility for its correctness; that defendant had
i

no notice of the architect's error, and, even if it had, it was

under no obligation to call plaintiff's attention to the eri*or;

that the work was subject to the approval of the archltectj that

the architect disapproved because the gratings were unusable and

his disapproval was therefore not unreasonable.

Under the facts disclosed by this record, this argument

is net persuasive • The purchase order executed by defendant on
/~

August 21, 19^2, acceptedthe offer of August 11, 1952, and noted
s

that the work was subject to the approval of the architect.

Receipt of this order was acknowledged by plaintiff on September

3, 19£2, and at that time plaintiff called the attention of the

defendant to its omission to furnish the plaintiff with the

necessary drawings in order that the gratings be properly fabri-

cated. This must have been contemplated because when again

brought to defendant's attention, the defendant immediately sent

t-te drawings and expressed regret for not having done so, stat-

ing that the print enclosed was of the grating required under

its order number 13465. There could be no doubt in defendant's

mind that plaintiff intended to fabricate the grating called for

by the contract in accordance with the drawings and print sub-

mitted to it by the defendant, and this is what it did, and this

is what defendant expected plaintiff to do or it would not have

sent the drawings to the plaintiff. Under these circumstances

and the facts disclosed by this record defendant is estopped from

now insisting that it should not pay the contract price for the

- 7 -
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gratings so fabricated In accordance with the details of the

print which had been approved by the architect, the contractor,

and sent to the plaintiff by the defendant, subcontractor*

Defendant states that the gratings were no v of the exact length

called for by the drawings, but this was not the reason for their

rejection* They were rejected because they were not usable, and

they were not usable because the oarrying bars ran parallel to

instead of at right angles to the supporting beams, and the carry-

ing bars ran parallel to the supports instead of in the reverse

direction because the drawings prepared by the architect and

furnished plaintiff by the defendant so provided* The architect's

rejection was baaed upon an error which he himself made. The

parties themselves treated the 3hop drawings as a part of the

contract and having done so defendant cannot now be hear^ to say

that plaintiff should have disregarded these drawings.

In the view we take of this record, It is unnecessary

for us to determine whether1 the court erred in submitting the

issues mad© by the pleadings to the jury. There was no dispute

as to the amount of damages. The verdict of the jury was just

and proper and is supported by the evidence (Consolidated Coal

Co* v. Schaefer, 135 111* 210,21?}* There la no reversible error

in this record, and the judgi&ent should be affirmed.

Judgment affirmed.

- 8 -
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Abstract

Pen, Ho, .10861 Ag -.. 2^

THS

AF FQX1

&h'.< CT

067080 TKRM, A. D. 1955

BASER. C* LURIE, ) j *? I»A» b^O
Plairjtlff-ApellRnt,

v*» ) Appeal froai Circuit Court

of McHenry County*
DOHHBOSKL, )

Defendant-Ap^llee }

CROW, J*

This Is described by t: e plaint! ff-apnellstnt, Seiaucl C*

Lurie, fie e creditor's bill brought to subject to the payment

of s Judgment against the defendant Peter Poabrcwski cor t pin

real estate, title to which Is allegedly In the def©r4ant-aprellee

Julie Poinbrowskl under »n alleged resulting trust of which the de-

fendant Peter foraibrowskl is the benefi clary*

The complaint alleges, la substance, that on July &, 1932

a predecessor in interest of t s e plaintiff obtained a Judgiaent

•gslnet Peter lodbrowski in the I4tmlclp»l Court of Chicago} an

execution thereon w«s retur: ed unsatisfied} the Judgaent was assign-

ed to the plaintiff December 11, 1945} the plnirtlff brought suit

on the Judgment In the Circuit Court of '.Sciienry County and there

obtained a Judgment on iferch 19, 1954) an execution thereo was

retur ed unsatisfied} Julia Do>abrowski whs and Is the wife of

Peter Porabrowski and iter's Dee is their daughter} on ra prior to

September 50, 1956, or e Henry !•'• vnllely, an attorney, as agent

end attorney for Peter Poabrowakl had in his possession certain





funds of Peter end on that da to purchased the roal estate con-

cerned with ouch funds, Vallsly taking title in his own naras,

without the knowledge of Peter, thereby resulting in a trust for

Paterj Julia Tombrowski by various ssesns eonveyanoes from Vallely

IbJSWSfwW obtained title to ths real estate, there being no con-

sideration fa)* such c©:.ve,;«'-osa, «11 the grantees hed knowledge

of Peter's rights eud Interests, and such conveyances were roads

with intent to hinder, delpy, end defraud Peter's creditors] and

JullJ" resides on the reel estate*

Both of the defe.dents Peter lonsbrowskl an Julia : o?abr©wski

were served, but evidently petor filed no plea-ling*

The defendant Julia Pombrowskl filed a motion to strike

the complaint, asking that the complaint be stricken and the oaus©

be dismissed as to her, for various reaao s#

On February 21, 1955 the defendant Julia's motion was

allowed and the complaint dismissed as to her*

Subsequently, on March IB, 1955 the plaintiff made a motion,

accompanied by en affidavit, to vacate the order of February 21,

1955, to gfwdil a rehearing en the complaint and notion to strike,

to grant the plaintiff leave to file a first amendment to the ooe»-

plaint, an to rule the defendant to plead to the cowpleint as

amended, or, if such leave be not granted, to deny the defendant's

motion and rule her to answer*

On that same date, March 16, 1955, an order was entered

granting the plaintiff's motion to vacate the order of February

21, 1955 and for a rehearing, and further providing, so far as

material, "the said motion of the defendant Julia Dombrowski here-

tofore filed herein to dismiss the origins! complaint herein as to

her be, and the same is hereby allowed* m - - and the complaint

heretofore filed in this cause Is hereby dismissed as to the

f r-dant Julia Dombrowski**

• 2 -
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The present apoal la from the order of March 1n, 1955.

Thai order, oo far as material, allows tho defendant Julia**

motion to dismiss the complaint and dlsmissae the complaint as to

her.

The defendant-appellee, Julia Doiabrowekl, has fife d In

this court • motion, which was taken with the case, to "laralaa the

appeal on the grounds the order of March 18, 1956 is not a final,

appealable order, for two reason*. It will be necessary o die-

cuea only one of these reasons,

CK. 110 ILL, m | /-TSfl,, 0,955) par. 30
,

1 . provider. In

pert*

"(1) A
;

:V€»als ahall Ha to the Appellate or • unrein* Court,

in cases where any form of review jgay be allowed by law, to revise

*h» stteJsUS^IMBftti gflMBU BLftHMMM of the Circuit Court ——

•

(emphasis added).

An order overruling or sustaining a demurrer (or motion to

dismiss) as t© a pleading is raerely .interlocutors', nc fl si, and

is not feppwalaolvl T;..:;BBl!t v. »g at al f (1925) 516 111. 50}

&ft*M XtJ'PfV ft, »A, U925) 518 111. 415; _J L g «t,.a^. v. j |

et al. (1914) 865 111. 875. A final Judgsient, order, or decree

following the sustaining of a motion to dismiss a complaint should

not merely sustain the motion and dismiss the complaint but adjudgt #

in substance, that the plaint' ff take nothing, an^ the defendant

go hence without day, or co tain words or phrases of equivalent

import mm n»eningt ,PKA:-0jB at al. v. C ; _.__ (1958) 297

111. App, 555| BOA'- 1
'

...
!

. etc. v P BOA j etc,.

(1359) 501 111. App. 288* The order of March feaA 1955 here, stand.

in;- alone, does not end the proceeding in the trial court and ia

not a final, appealable order| it Is essential to finality th'tt the

case be disposed of, not merely by sustaining the motlo- to die-

miss the complaint and striking and disais.*'ing the complaint, but

by an order or Judgment that finally disposes of the caset /.-iriDSN

- a - _ ___





v. TAaBOKg (1965) 6 111. A pP . (2) 325.

The plaintiff"appellant refers us, on this point, to

ML' 3 v. |
j | a t al,. (1961) 407 111, 602| POSES y. . X etc.

BAXK etc. et al. (1942) 381 111. 108$ HjO- 13 ot al, v.
.

ii>< >>T (1944) 325? 111. App. 1| and v et al. v. AOBArAM et al.

(1954) 2 111. App. (2) 29.

ifa.L: v , UULEft et el. was en appeal by the plrintlff fro*

e decre® dismissing t>*e cause for want of equity ; the or 5 ni al

complaint bad previously been dismissed en motion of the original

defendants because of failure to I. elude necessary parties, and It

had also previously been dismissed on motion of oertain sd itionel

defendants who had been added later, by amendnjent. In Counts 2 and

3* because the original oomplfd: t had not, (Bade them defendants* -

the exact language of tfet orders of dlamisaal of the original cos*-

plaint not being aet forth in the opinlonf before she filing of

Counts 2 and 3 the cause hnl al.r0a.ly been neard sotae years befors

by a Master on the original complaint sad exceptions .0 Report

had bean sustained by the Court because of leek of necessary par-

tlesi the Sour~ said no appeal )xad been taken from the orders dis-

missing the original complaint, which orders disposed of the Issues

thereby raised; on the currant appeal the appellees moved to strihs

from the record all ma tiers relating to the original hearing be-

fore the Master en the original ooespleirt, «rj i the Co^.irt held that,

under the cireujas^nces, the orders dismissing Dm origi -al coo*

plaint were fi nr.l and ap/ealsbls, and no ap.eal having been taken

the aet tars on the S original hea in were not a competent part of

the record on the current ap eal, - the cause of action tnarein was

different and separate from Counts 2 arid 3, the proof was entirely

different, and thoeo orders disposed of a aeparate, dlstlnet branch

of the case, - that waa their substance and effect, regardless of

the form thereof. %"he facts vtvSi circumstances tnere wers entirely

- 4 -





different from those In the case at bar. Ho re the order of

March 18, 19&6 does not, in substance and effect, dispose of

the cause. It determines only a particular motion to diaaSss end

a particular form of ootsplfflnt.

t* JB&^ji.«io?^x IfQ.t &;&*t*t *\ frit « m*m tc strike

a second amended complaint had been r»llcwed and the ooraplalnt, as

emended, str.'.ekenj later an order was entered to this effect*

"Motion by defendants to dlea;** suit. It appearing — that -•

the second eeiended complaint ••» was atricScen «• itId action is

sustained sad the suit Is dismissed at uhe costs of the plaintiff

•«•"$ the court held, pursuant, to aocne of the cases we've referred

to above, that though the firs': order -ustalntr^; a action to strike

s coBsplsir t, standing alone, is not- a fi;.;al sppealable order, the

later order dismissing the suit and assessing costs sgsinst the

plsi Is fi.-al and appealable. Sfettt ceae, if anything, helps

more forcibly to point up the present case* Her© there wra no

subsequent station by the defendant Julls, or the plal.vr.iff, to

dismiss the suit, and there was no subsequent order dismissing

the suit, following too disposltloa of the motion to dismiss ths

wmylttitu

*» %wm et »l , 7, QhD mnom, L iu,~iK efrc,,. the docket in-

dicated the Court had sustained C stotion to dismiss the Bassnded

complaint, the plaintiff desired to stend thereon, a " Judgment*

was rendered dismissing the sa«e at plaintiff's costs, end in bar

of action, but the docket went on to say that an order was to be

submitted to the Judge who feed e&rd the motion, and that a tenta-

tive order had not been a p roved, and would not be until counsel

for ths defendant had been heard J under those circumstances, the

Court Utile
1 there was no final, aprjealable order and the appeal

was dismissed. Wat facts end circusm ta-ioee there also are Qftiwl

• S *
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different from those here, thoigh, if anything, the outcoae and

result, • dismissal of the appeal, - |g s© -iewhst persuasive hare

agai-at the plaintiff-appellant.

* ^^V-:!:B-%A-ala^*-A_OJ^v.'NI at al. the™ was an ap-eal

from an order dtsm-aal g e counterplot, tiffs cause without pre Judioe

on motion of the counterplai tiff, the order having been entered

*»ffcer the trial had begun and a Jury had been selected ar,.l sworn,

iaN Mm written action of the counterplaintiff being ss motion to

dismiss his esse} the court, am©rig other things, said the order

allowing the ountsrpl&intlff a motion to dismiss hie cause with-

out prejudice term! nr ted the case ami was fiasl and appealable.

Again, the feats a»d circumstances zmr® are not analogous to tha

present, ease* but it am/ also be observed there is no motion here

by the plali tiff to dismiss the case or cause, and there It no

order so dismissing the case or cauee, wad although the defendant

Julia's motion here asked that the cause be dismissed aa to her

thai phase of the motion has a»vw been passed on sad determined.

Be do not co aider shut '-hose cases sail 1 tote agai:-st tha

views we entertain.

Accordingly, the motion of the lafendant-sipnallee, Julia

Dotthrowski, to dismiss the ep, e«l must be, and is hereby, ullowed,

and the ep;-aol is hereby dismissed. Under the circumstances, wa

lane not given co .aiders t Ion to the merits of the case or the

Ittax raised on the attempted appenl.

fc
Appeal dismissed.

- 6 -
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IN THE

APPtfLLAT* CO!.' r-:T OF ILLINOIS

SECOND DISTRICT
I 7 I.A. 5 3

October Term, A. D. 1955

P. tf. &USTAF30N, etc.,

Appellee,

a.

HTYVILLE MOTORS, INC.,
etc. , et &1,

APPEAL FROK THE
Appellant.

CIRCUIT COURT OF

i LAKE COUNTY.
LI3FRTYVILLS MOTORS:, INC., etc.

,

Counter-Clalmant-Appellant,

re.

P. W. C-USTAFSON, et al t

Count er-Defendanta-Appelleea.

!, P. J.

This Is an appeal by Llbertyvllle Motors, Inc., an

Illinois corporation from a final order of the Circuit Court

of Llika County disffilaaln& for want of equity, upon motion of

counter-defendants, P. V, Guatafaon, tfayne R. Gratz and

denevieve K, Gratz, ita amended and supplemental counterclaim,

aa amended. For convenience, the amended and aupplemental

counterclaim, aa amended, will be referred to hereafter aa the
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counterclaim; the Sounterclalmant, Libertyville totorp, Inc.,

will be designated as Libertyville Motors; Counter-defendant,

F. W. Gustafson, will be designated as Gustafson, and Counter-

defendants, Wayne- P. ana Genevieve K. Gratz, will be designated

as Gratz. The counterclaim has as its object relnbursement for

various improvements placed by libertyville Motors upon certain

real estate title to which was vested in the First National

Bank of Lake Forest as trustee.

The counterclaim alleged that on April 6, 19.39,

First National Bank of Lake Forest, as trustee, executed and

delivered a trust agreement, a copy of which was attached to

and made a part tflfepMfe of the counterclaim; that at the same

time there was conveyed to said trustee under a trust agreement,

known as Trust Ho. 540, certain described real estate located

in the Village of Libertyville; that said trust continued in

existence until September 15, 1953; th.?.t :t the time of the

delivery of said trust agreement the sole and only beneficiaries

of said trust were Wayne R. Gratz and Genevieve H. Gratz, as

Joint tenants, to a one-half interest therein, and William 7.

Larson and Elsie t. Larson as joint tenants to the other one-

half; that in the year 1947, Libertyville Motors was in posses-

sion of the premises covered by the trust as a tenant under

a lease from the trustee, which lease provided for a rental of

$300.00 per month and expired on January 1, 1950; that Wayne

R. Gratz was the agent of all of the beneficiaries of Raid

trust; thst in 1947, Libertyville hotors, in ore er to expand

the business whloh it km then operating on the premises, whloh^i^dx

ytvm the subject matter of the trust, desired to enlarge the

Improvements thereon; that it then entered into an oral agreement

with Wayne R. Gratz, who aoted for himself and the other

- 2 -
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/

beneficiaries of the trust, to construct an addition on

said premises at an estimated cost of from $7,000.00 to $8,000.00;

that Libertyville Motors would pay the cost of said improvement

and at the termination of its right of occupancy said addition

«.nd improvement would become nnd remain a part of the real

estate described in the trust agreement; that the beneficiaries

of the trust would in return give countercl&iaant the right to

oooupy the premises for ten year? *t a rental of 1300.00 per

month for the first three years and $200.00 a month for the

last seven years of its term; that this period of ten years

would be evidenced by two five year leases; that this would be

accomplished by the beneficiaries joining in direction to the

trustee to execute snlcl leases; that, thereafter, pursuant to

said oral agreement, the beneficiaries directed the trustee to

execute a lease to Libertyville Motors for a flve-y<?*r term,

but failed to include in said direction, through error or

inadvertence, a provision for a second five-year lease; that,

thereafter, Libertyville kotore erected en the premises improve-

ments costing in excess of §7,500.00; that said improvements

so erected enhanced the value of said premises at leait $7,500.00;

that, thereafter, the Lersons (then the owners of an undivided

one-half interest in laid revises) sold their interest in the

trust to one Zubrowsfci, and on October 23, 1948, "ubrovski sold

his undivided one-half interest to Libertyville Motors, the

ccunterolalmant herein; eo, that from then until January, 1952,

the beneficiaries of said trust were Sr.etz and Libertyville

Motors; that Orat?., on or about January 1, 1949, bad knowledge

of and were informed of the conveyance of an undivided one-half

interest in the trust property to Libertyville jfeotors.

- 3 -
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The counterclaim then alleged that during- the middle

part of 1949, Llbertyvllle Motors, through Its agents and

officeri?, discussed with tfayne H, orate, on behplf of himself

and his wife, the matter of piecing additional improvements on

the premises in rueation; that Grata was informed at th< t tltte

that the lease then existing between Llbertyvllle Htotors and

the trustee had no provision for • renewal thereof as had been

agreed upon; that Llbertyvllle Motors wished to place a sub-

stantial addition on the premises and would do so at its own

cost, provided it was assured of a renewal of its lease from

the trustee for the second five-ye^r period expiring January

1, 1958 as had been originally agreed upon; that Grate and

Llbertyvllle Motors entered into an oral agreement by which

Liberty ville Motors agreed ths t it would place upon the premises

a large addition costing between $15,000. GO and §20,000.00,

which addition would become a permanent part of the premises;

that Grate agreed that they would pay their share of the cost

of said improvements by Joining with Llbertyvllle Motors in a

direction to the trustee to lease tc Llbertyvllle Motors these

premises at rental of 1030.00 m month for the period from

January 1, 1955, to January 1, 1958; that Llbertyvllle Motors

was then in possession of said premises as? a lessee and as a

tenant in common with Orate; that said addition was erected on

the premises at a cost in excess of §20,000.00, for which

Llbertyvllle Motors p«id the entire amount; thst Gr^te consented

to said addition being constructed; that LibertyvillR Hotore

operated on said premises an auto sties agency, and during

the month of July, 1950, it sole its business (but not any

interest which it had in the real estate or lr*nd trust) to

Gustafson; that during said negotiations for the sale of its
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said business, Gustafeon was informed that Libertyville MotorB

owned one-half of the beneficial interest in the trust nnd that

Or&tr o- ned the other one-half, and that Libertyville Kotor*

was entitled to occupy the premises until January 1, 1958, by

virtue of the oral agreement hereinbefore referred to with

Gratz; that on or about July 18, IPSO, Libertyville otors

sold its business to Gust&foon with the understanding that the
ffW

business, would be carried *by Libertyville Rotors and Gustafson

until a, cor- oration was formed by Gustafson and until Liberty-

ville Motors was assured that Gustafson *.rould receive Plymouth

and LeSoto dealer's franchise; that this sale was eventually

completed and a sublease was entered into by the provisions of

which Libertyville Motors subleased the premises to Gustafson

Motors, Inc. This corr-or^tlon was thereafter dissolved and the

lease assigned to F. W, Gustafson and Marie Gustafson. This

lease w&e for a period of five years at a rental of 8550.00 a

month for the first four months and. $500.00 a taonth for the

remainder of the term. It is then alleged that Gustafson went

into possession of the premises &n&. during the negotiations

with Gustafson, Libertyville Motors informed Gratz of the

sublease and its terms, and Gratz orally consented to the

same. A copy of this subles.ee was also attached to and made

a part of the complaint.

It is then alleged In the count arcl aim thai in the

latter part of 1951, libertyville Motors requested that Gratz

enter into a direction to the trustee to extend the lesse in

accordance with the oral agreement between Libertyville Kotors

and Gratz, but that Gratz refused to bo Join in said direction;

that, thereafter, dftftft faon, on January 24, 1952, purchased

the Gratz interest in said trust so th/\t Gustafson and

- 5 -
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LibertyvlHe iotors became the owner* of the beneficial interest

in said trust; tfeat for the Grstz interest therein Gustafeon

paid Grata §30,000.00; that Gust&fscn continued to pay rent

to Libertyville Motors under the terras of hlr sublease down

through the month of December, 1952, and refuser} to pay any

further rent from thr.t date because he contended that the sub-

lease between him one Libertyville Kotora expired on December

SI, 1952; that Gustafscn refused to pay Libertyville /.otors

anything toward the improvement s which it had placed on the

rrenisea pursuant to the oral agreements between Libertyville

Motors and Gratis, although Gustafson had purchased the interest

of Grata with full knowledge that Libertyville Motors had placed

the improvements on the premises pursuant to the oral agree-

ments and that Guetafson refused to Join with Libertyville

Motors in a direction tb the trustee for an extension of the

lease between Libertyville Motors and the trustee pursuant to

its oral agreement with Grate. The pleader then concludes

that tc allow Gratz to sell to Guetcfson his one-half interest

in the trust without his contributing anything toward the im-

provements placed on said premises by Lib rtyville Motors pur-

suant to its oral agreement with Grata would constitute an

unjust enrichment of dlfett and insists that Libertyville kotors

should be compensated by Gustafeon for one-h-lf of the costs

of the improvements placed on the trust property.

The counterclaim prayed for an order decreeing that

Libertyville Motors is entitled to contribution fro.-r. the counter-

defendants for the improvements made by it on the trust property

and for an accounting and judgment for such an amount as may

be found to be due it.
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attached to the counterclaim and made a part thereof

wag the lease between Libertyvl lie Motors and the trustee.

Its terra was for five years, commencing en January 1, 1948,

and ending on December 31, 1962. It provided that the premises

ore to be occupied as a sales agency for nf>w and used auto-

mobiles; gasoline ©nd service station; garage and repair

service and kindred business and for no other purpose whatever.

It specified the rentals were to be ©300.00 a month for the

first three years and $200.00 s month for the last two years.

The second clause of the lease set forth that said premises

should not be sublet without the written consent of the lessor,

and the twenty-first clause provided: "This leape supersedes

and voids, cancels and nullifies any ana all leases, agreements

and understandings, either verbal or in writing, heretofore

entered into, between th« lessor and any and all lessees of

lessor, or ar-signi? of lessees, appertaining to the within

described premises heretofore in possession of s«.id premises;

- - .
** The twenty-fourth clause of the lease srsve the lessee

the right to erect an addition to the premises and to make

alterations therein according to his own plans and at his own

ocst, &n6 further provided any Improvements or alterations so

made would become an Integral part of the building and remain

permanently affixed thereto.

Also attached to the counterclaim and made a part

thereof was a sublease between Llbertyville Motors, Inc., and

Guetafson Motors, Ino. (later assigned by Guetafson Rotors,

Inc., to Guetafson) . It was to run from Peptember 1, I960, to

June 30, 1955, and called for a rental of *600. 00 per Month for

the first four months tad ^680. 00 per month for the balance of

the term of the lease.

- 7 -
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Grats and flustafson filed separate motions to dismiss

the counterclaim. The principal Grounds of both of these motions

were tfest the oral agreements of 1947 and 1949 deal with the

leasing of land or some interest therein for longer period

of time than one year, and were therefore unenforceable under

the Statute of Frauds; thnt there is no agreement implied in

lav for contribution between or iMiHg tb« parties for any

improvements placed en the premises, and thvt any performance

of said oral agreements by Llbertyville Motors was not suffi-

cient to remove the bar of tilt Statute of Frauds because Liberty-

ville Motors did not take possession of said premises pursuant

to the oral agreements but was already in pop session of same

as a lessee.

It is the theory of Llbertyville Actors th t the oral

agreements of 1947 and 1649 are not within the Statute of Frauds,

but that if they are, Libertyvi lie Motors may etllj r*>cov-r

upon the theory of an implied contract. It is further contended

that even without an agreement, either oral or written, the

law will recuire contribution in this case because of the

relationship of the parties, and that equitable principles which

are applicable in partition proceedings should be applied in

this case for the reason that the parties involved here occupy

the position of tenants in common to each other or a position

equivalent thereto. It is the theory of Gratz and Gustafscn

that the oral agreement I are clr-'arly barred by the Statute of

Frauds, and there are no facts alleged in the count erclaim which

would Justify recovery on the ground* of M implied contract.

Section 2 of the Statute of Frauds {Ch. 59, par. 2,

111. Rev. Itat, 1963) provides* "No action shall be brought

to charge any person uvon any contract for the sale of lands,

- 8 -
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tenements or hereoi laments, or any interest in or ecnoerning

them, for a long'-r terra than one ye-:-.r, unlese such contract or 3er>yuu

memorandum or note thereof shall be in writing- and Bigned by

the party to be charged therewith, or some otlvr person there-

unto by him lawfully authorized in writing, signed by such

party." The counterclaim here sieges th« t the agreements for

a five-year extension of the leaso to Llbertyville Motors Rnd

for contribution on account of the Improvements sought to be

enforced by Liberty vi lie Motor? In connection with the land

involved were oral agreements. It seems clear to us that such

agreements Involved an lnt^r^st in land and are, therefore,

directly covered by the fore-froin^- section of the statute of

Frauds. Libertyvllle Motors seeks to avoid the effect of this

statute by the allegations in its counterclaim that it performed

the oral agreements in ru< stion, and that such performance,

therefore, removed the ca?;e from Ike bar of the statute. The

authorities art well settled th t to avoid the effect of the

statute, partial performance of the oral agreement rolled u; on

must have been made while the claimant was in possession of the

real estate pursuant to said oral agreement and in part perform-

ance of the same. (Ranson v. Raneon, 889 111. 369; MoCal lister

v. KcCalllster, 542 111. 231; f'henk v. Continental 111. Nat.

Bank • ?r. Co., 884 111. typ. 373; Chrlstensen v. Ohrlstensen,

S65 in. 170; Iftlgtet v. ivftree, 1B1 111. 454.) The pleadings

here clearly disclose th*t Llbertyville Motors was in posses-

sion of the premises pursuant to its lease with the trustee for

these premises, and not by virtue of any oral agreement to °rect

improvements thereon. Nor is th^rc "jnythlnc? In the pleadings

to indicate th/>t Llbertyville Motors ever oontinued in posses-

sion of said precipes after Decp-nber 31, 1888, undar the oral

- 9 -
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agreement of 1949 There being no al legation in the counter-

claim thst Libertyville Motors ever took possession of the

premises under the terms of the oral agreement for the renewal

of the written lease, the Statute of Frauds clearly barn the

enforcement of this agree&ont.

It is next insisted by counsel for count erolaimant

that if the oral agreements are unenforceable >> if the

ytetute of 'rauds, oounterclalmant is still entitled to recover

for the improvements placed upon the premises, pursuant to the

oral agreements, beonuse of a promise which the law implies on

account of the making of the«e improvement «, As to the oral

agreement of 194?, the written lee.^e for the terra January 1,

1948, to Eeoember 31, 19§i% clearly supersedes any prior agree-

ment or understanding between the parties. Thetwwnty-first

clause cf this lease expressly so provided, and the twenty-

fourth clause of the lease provided that the leasee could build

additions to the- premises and Bake alterations therein, but he

ttftf do so at his own cost, and th>-.t these .-coitions and. altera-

tions would become a part of the premises. Under these pro-

visions, the law certainly implies no contract for anyone to

contribute to the expense involved in making the additions or

alterations. Any right of contribution which the law might

imply is expressly negatived by the terms of the leaee.

to the right of counterclaimant to recover for the

improvements which it mp.de under the oral agreement of 1949,

there must be an allegation of a substantial change in the

position of the counterclaimant to its detriment before it would

be entitled to recover. (Edv&rds v. Brown, 508 111. 350; Snyder

V. French, 27?: 111. 43; tfinsns v. Bloomer, 381 111. 76.) The

facts alleged are that the premises were sold pursuant to a

- 10 -
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stipulation of counterclalmant and CJustafson and the sale

completed and the trust terndn.-.ted on or about September 15,

1953; thstf count erolalmant received pursuant to said stipulation

one-half of the appraiser value of said premises. Counter-

claimant, therefore, received one-half of the value of the

Improvements vhioh it placed on e&id premises under the oral

agreement of 1949. Furthermore, it appears that after

Libertyville Motors sublet the rrcr^rty to (Pustafson at a

rental of $650.00 per sonth for the first four months and

f600.60 per month for the balance of the ttm of the lease,

vhieh ran for almost five years, it kept the difference between

the rent which it received under this sublease sill the amount

that it paid to the trustee. Lib rtyvllle i'otors collected

rent amounting to $15,200.00 fro.~ Oustafecn. Turin? the same

period »f tlir.e, it pale only $5,400.00 to the trustee. This

difference of $&, GOO. 00 it retained. In addition to this,

prior to September 1, I960, it wne paying s rental of only

0,00 a month. Kcreover, it appears that the improvements

which were made on the premises were im.de primarily for the

benefit of Llbertyville Motors in the operation of its auto-

mobile sales agency, v.'e fail to see where it has suffered, any

substantial change in its position to its detrlrcpnt. §sj facts

are alleged in the counterclaim to show such a substantial

change as the law requires. Furthermore, when Llbertyville

Motors made the improvements on the premises durlni? the letter

part of 1949 ana the early part of 1950 uncvr the oral agree-

ment of 1949, it was a tenant to at least an undivided one-half

of the property, z.r.6. t tenant haw no right to receive payment

from a landlord for improvements made on the premises in the

- 11 -
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absence of an cxprees contract proVi&LRg for p&ynent. (Diedrioh

v. I ose, 228 111. 610.)

The counterclaim &e«l not nt&to cause of notion and

the trial court did not err In surt&ininr the motions cf

Counter-defend ants, ftmtx And "-uet.nfscn, to oi^mlRfl it. The

r appealed from w,r correct ^.nd ie affirmed.

Dcorea afflraed,

•' L^^-^^^/L-ic
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